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Department of Mathematics, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

~Received 6 March 1998; accepted for publication 24 March 1998!

We consider Schro¨dinger operators of the formHl52D1V1lW on L2(Rn)
~n51, 2, or 3! with V periodic,W short range, andl a real non-negative parameter.
Then the continuous spectrum ofHl has the typical band structure consisting of
intervals, separated by gaps. In the gaps there may be discrete eigenvalues ofHl

that are functions of the parameterl. Let (a,b) be a gap andE(l)P(a,b) an
eigenvalue ofHl . We study the asymptotic behavior ofE(l) as l approaches a
critical value l0 , called a coupling constant threshold, at which the eigenvalue
either emerges from or is absorbed into the continuous spectrum. A typical question
is the following: AssumingE(l)↓a as l↓l0 , is E(l)2a;c(l2l0)a for some
a.0 andcÞ0, or is there an expansion in some other quantity? As one expects
from previous work in the caseV50, the answer strongly depends onn. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~98!03007-2#

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the family of Schro¨dinger operators,

Hl5H01lW, ~1.1!

on L2(Rn), n51,2,3, where

H052D1V, ~1.2!

V is periodic andW is a short-range perturbation. The parameterl, called the coupling constan
is assumed to be real and non-negative. Specific conditions will be placed onV andW below; they
will guarantee that the spectra ofH0 and Hl exhibit the qualitative behavior described in th
Introduction. One important restriction onV that we should mention at the outset is that in two a
three dimensions we assumeV to be of a form which allows us to solve the eigenvalue probl
for H0 by separation of variables. As is typical for Schro¨dinger operators with a periodic potentia
the spectrums(H0) of H0 consists of bands separated by gaps, where in one dimensio
generic situation is that there are infinitely many gaps, while in two and three dimension
number of gaps is finite. By a gap ins(H0) we mean an interval (a,b) such thata,bPs(H0) and
(a,b)ùs(H0)5B. For l.0, the spectrum ofHl is made up of a continuous part which coi
cides with the spectrum ofH0 and a discrete part consisting of at most a finite number
eigenvalues~counting multiplicities! in every gap. Since there are no eigenvalues whenl50, by
general results from perturbation theory, eigenvalues ofHl can appear in a gap only by emergin
from one of its endpoints asl is varied. Likewise, eigenvalues can disappear from a gap only
converging to an endpoint. A valuel0 is called a coupling constant threshold~henceforth abbre-
viated as c.c.th.! for the family Hl at the endpointa, resp.b, of a gap (a,b), if there is an
eigenvalue branchE(l) of Hl such thatE(l)↓a, resp.E(l)↑b, as l↓l0 or l↑l0 . The case
whereE(l)↓a asl↑l0 describes an eigenvalue that approaches the endpointa from the right and
is absorbed into the continuous spectrum atl5l0 . The case whereE(l)↓a asl↓l0 corresponds
to the situation where an eigenvalue appears ata asl↑l01e (e.0). The third possibility is that

a!Electronic mail: klaus@math.vt.edu
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there is an eigenvalue converging toa both asl↑l0 and asl↓l0 . In other words, an eigenvalu
comes in from the right and ‘‘turns around’’ ata asl is increased. Of course, analogous pos
bilities exist at the endpointb.

The main object of this paper is to study the analytic behavior ofE(l) whenl is near a c.c.th.
l0 . Our analysis rests on the Birman–Schwinger principle which allows us to recast the e
value problem forHl as an eigenvalue problem for a compact integral operator. Depending o
dimension we will employ slightly different versions of the Birman–Schwinger principle. For
fixed l>0 we introduce the operators

Kl,E5W1/2~Hl2E!21uWu1/2, W1/25uWu1/2sgn W, ~1.3!

where sgn denotes the sign function, and call them Birman–Schwinger kernels, since
applications these operators will be represented by explicit integral kernels. In one dimensi
relevant kernel will beKl0 ,E , wherel0 is a c.c.th.; in two and three dimensions it will beK0,E .
The Birman–Schwinger principle says that

Hlc5Ec, ~1.4!

with EP(a,b) andcPL2(Rn) if and only if

~a! ~l2l0!Kl0 ,Ef 52 f , n51,

~b! lK0,Ef 52 f , n52,3,

where f andc are related byf 5W1/2c andc52@l2l0#(Hl0
2E)21uWu1/2f in case~a!, resp.

c52l(H02E)21uWu1/2f , in case~b!. Moreover, the multiplicity ofE as an eigenvalue ofHl is
the same as the~geometric! multiplicity of 21 as an eigenvalue of (l2l0)Kl0 ,E , resp.lK0,E .
Note that the Birman–Schwinger kernel is not self-adjoint unlessW has constant sign, so that i
general one has to distinguish between the algebraic and geometric multiplicity of an eigen

The main reason for using different kernels depending on the dimension is that in one d
sion it is useful to think of (l2l0)W as a perturbation ofHl0

because the solutions toHl0
c

5Ec can be constructed using familiar techniques from the theory of integral equations andKl0 ,E

can be expressed in terms of these solutions. One could also useK0,E in one dimension, but we
were able to obtain stronger results by usingKl0 ,E . In two and three dimensions it is mor
convenient to viewlW as a perturbation ofH0 because our assumptions onV will allow us to get
detailed information about the resolvent (H02E)21 and, therefore, aboutK0,E .

For later use we give some more details of our approach whenn51 or 2. We choose the
notation appropriate for the one-dimensional case but keep it sufficiently general so th
two-dimensional case is included by settingl050. Consider the specific situation whereE(l)↑b
asl↓l0 . It turns out that as in the caseV50, the kernelKl0 ,E can be decomposed into two part
a singular part and a regular part. The singular part is of finite rank~rank one ifn51! and diverges
asE↑b, while the regular part has a limit~in Hilbert–Schmidt norm! asE↑b. The general form
of this decomposition is

Kl0 ,E5Ql0 ,E1Rl0 ,E , ~1.5!

Ql0 ,E5(
j 51

N

dl0 ; j~E!Ll0 ,E; j , Ll0 ,E; j•5vl0 ,E; j~ṽl0E; j ,• !. ~1.6!

Here and in the sequel~ , ! denotes the inner product inL2(Rn) such that (f ,g)
5*Rn f (x)g(x)dnx. The sets of vectors$vl0 ,E; j% j 51

N and $ṽl0 ,E; j% j 51
N are separately linearly

independent and limE↑b vl0 ,E; j and limE↑b vl0 ,E; j exist in theL2-norm. The coefficientsdl0 ; j (E)
are real and diverge asE↑b in a specific manner depending onn. So, in~1.5!, Ql0 ,E is the singular
part andRl0 ,E is the regular part. In one dimensionN51, but in two dimensions anyN.1 is
possible. Note that forul2l0u small enough,
hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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~l2l0!Kl0 ,Ef 52 f⇔@l2l0#~11@l2l0#Rl0 ,E!21Ql0 ,Ef 52 f .

By using ~1.6!, the right-hand is seen to be equivalent to

~ IN1A!v50, ~1.7!

whereIN denotes the identity matrix inCN, A is theN3N matrix with entries

Ai , j5~l2l0!dl0 ; j~E!~ṽl0 ,E; i ,~11@l2l0#Rl0 ,E!21vl0 ,E; j !,

andv is the vector with componentsv j5(ṽl0 ,E; j , f ), j 51,...,N. If v is known, thenf is given by

f 52~l2l0!(
j 51

N

dl0 ; j~E!~11@l2l0#Rl0 ,E!21vl0 ,E; jv j .

From ~1.7! we conclude that a nontrivial solutionv exists if and only if det@IN1A#50, that is,

det@d i j 1~l2l0!dl0 ; j~E!~ṽl0 ,E; i ,~11@l2l0#Rl0 ,E!21vl0 ,E; j !# i , j 51
N 50, ~1.8!

whered i j is the Kronecker delta. This is the equation which we will use to investigateE(l).
We remark that a similar approach has been used by Simon1 and Holden2 when V50 and

n52. An alternative method to studyE(l) is based on eigenvalue perturbation theory. The rea
is referred to Refs. 1 and 3–5, and, in the special case whenV is a Kronig–Penney potential, to
Ref. 6. The eigenvalue perturbation method has the drawback that in some cases, when
integrals involvingW are zero, it becomes rather cumbersome and causes complications b
Kl0 ,E is in general not self-adjoint. At this point we should mention that for most results in
paper we do not requireW to have constant sign. It is mainly for these reasons that we h
decided not to use eigenvalue perturbation theory in one and two dimensions in this pape

In three dimensions the situation is different in that the operatorK0,E converges to a limit,
K0,b , asE↑b, whereK0,b is compact. Then an eigenvalueE(l) is associated with an eigenvalu
brancht(E) of K0,E such that limE↑b t(E) exists and is finite, and the eigenvalueE(l) is found
by solving lt(E)521 for E(l). Moreover, the c.c.th.’s are given by21/t j (b), wheret j (b)
( j 51,2,...) denotes the negative eigenvalues ofK0,b . Thus, in three dimensions,l050 is never a
c.c.th. atb ~under our assumptions onV and W). Similarly, l050 is never a c.c.th. ata and
hence, ifl is sufficiently small,Hl has no eigenvalues in the gap (a,b).

We would like to mention that part of our motivation for studying the c.c.th. behavio
perturbed periodic Hamiltonians came from seminars given by two of our colleagues,
Beattie and George Hagedorn, on spectral properties of operators of the type considered he
of these individuals have also done numerical calculations of eigenvalue branches in dime
one and two.7,8 Further motivation came from earlier work on the subject in the caseV50,1–5 the
Kronig–Penney case,6 and from related work on c.c.th.’s9,10 and on eigenvalues in spectr
gaps.11–15

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to the one-dimensional cas
describe the various threshold behaviors that can occur and find the leading order asympt
the eigenvalues. In some cases we also find higher order corrections to the leading term. W
see that generallyE(l)2b;2c(l2l0)2m as l↓l0 or l↑l0 , with c.0 and m a positive
integer. Similar results hold ata. However, there are various situations where we can say m
For example, ifb5 inf s(H0) andl050, then onlym51 and 2 can occur, while ifl0.0, then
only m51 is possible~Theorems 2.11 and 2.12!. If b ~or a) is the endpoint of a finite gap, the
a similar result holds provided the support ofW is suitably restricted~Theorem 2.16!. Without
such a restriction anym seems to be possible. For an eigenvalue that ‘‘turns around’’ we alw
havem>2 with m even@Theorem 2.12~ii ! and~v!#. Because we have made an effort to keep
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assumptions onW as weak as possible, there are technical details that require a careful disc
and which have caused this section to become larger than originally intended. In order to
extensive digressions we have moved the proofs of five technical lemmas to an Appendix

In Section III we consider some special cases and extensions of the results of Section
compare them with similar results in the literature. In particular, we present an example illust
the casel050, E(l)2a;cl8(c.0), and we briefly discuss the case whenW(x) is of the form
6d(x2x0).

In Section IV we consider the two-dimensional case. In view of the length of Section I
content ourselves with a discussion of the casel050. The typical leading behavior at the righ
endpoint of a gap in two dimensions isE(l)2b;2c1e2c2 /ls

asl↓0, with c1 , c2.0, ands a
positive integer. Ifb5 inf s(H0), then generallys51, but s52 is also possible if a certain
integral involvingW vanishes. At other endpoints anys seems to be possible, buts51 is the
generic situation. There is also the possibility that more than one distinct eigenvalue approac
endpoint asl↓0, or that an eigenvalue is degenerate.

Finally, in Section V we briefly consider the three-dimensional case, restricting ourselv
c.c.th.’s at the bottom of the essential spectrum which we assume to be at zero. The main
Theorem 5.3, shows that there are two possible behaviors: eitherE(l);2c(l2l0)2 or E(l)
;2c(l2l0) as l↓l0 , with c.0, where the second possibility can only occur if zero is
eigenvalue ofHl0

. This type of result was to be expected in light of previous work on the subj9

II. ONE DIMENSION: GENERAL RESULTS

In this section we consider the operator family~1.1! on L2(R) under the assumptions thatV
andW are real-valued,

VPLloc
1 ~R!, V~x1p!5V~x!, for some p.0, ~2.1!

and thatW satisfies one of the following conditions:

E
2`

`

~11uxu!uW~x!udx,`, ~H1!

E
2`

`

~11x2!uW~x!udx,`, ~H2!

E
2`

`

ecuxuuW~x!udx,`, c.0. ~H3!

Condition ~2.1! implies thatV is 2d2/dx2-form bounded with relative bound zero~see Ref.
16, p. 8!. Thus H052d2/dx21V can be defined as a self-adjoint, semi-bounded operato
means of the KLMN theorem~see Ref. 17, Theorem VI.2.1; Ref. 18, Theorem X.17!. Alterna-
tively, the differential operator defined byH0 is limit-point at 6`. HenceH0 can be interpreted
as the unique self-adjoint extension of the minimal operatorH0,min with domainD(H0,min)5$c
PL2:c,c8PACloc , suppc compact,H0cPL2% ~see Ref. 19, p. 41!. HereACloc denotes the set o
locally absolutely continuous functions onR. If ~H1! holds, then the multiplication operatorW is
a relatively form compact perturbation ofH0 ~cf. Ref. 20, pp. 114 and 369! and this is equivalent
to the compactness of the Birman–Schwinger kernel. It is well-known that the spectrum ofH0 is
absolutely continuous and of the form

s~H0!5 ø
n50

`

@E2n ,E2n11#,

where2`,E0,E1<E2,E3<E4¯ . So the intervals@E2n ,E2n11# are the bands and the in
tervals (E2n21 ,En) ~with E2152`) are the gaps. In general a gap may be empty (E2n21
hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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5En), but in this paper we will only be concerned with nonempty gaps. The spectral parameE
will always be assumed to lie in a gap or at an endpoint of a gap. We first summarize
well-known facts about the equation

H0c5Ec. ~2.2!

This equation has the two solutions~also known as Floquet solutions or Bloch waves!,

c0
~6 !~x,E!5u0~x,E!1m0

~6 !~E!f0~x,E!, ~2.3!

where u0(x,E) and f0(x,E) are solutions of~2.2! satisfying for all E the initial conditions
u0(0,E)5f08(0,E)51, u08(0,E)5f0(0,E)50, and m0

(6)(E) are the Titchmarsh–Wey
m-functions associated with the intervalsR15@0,̀ ) andR25(2`,0#, respectively. Explicitly,

m0
~6 !~E!5

f08~p,E!2u0~p,E!

2f0~p,E!
6 i

sin@q~E!#

f0~p,E!
, ~2.4!

q~E!5cos21@D~E!#, D~E!5
1

2
@f08~p,E!1u0~p,E!#. ~2.5!

Here D(E) is the Floquet determinant which is related to the spectrum ofH0 by s(H0)
5$E:uD(E)u<1%. The branch of cos21 in ~2.5! is chosen such thatq(E) is continuous,
Im@q(E)#.0 for E,E0 , andq(E0)50. The solutions~2.3! are linearly independent forE inside
a gap and satisfy

@c0
~1 !~•,E!;c0

~2 !~•,E!#52
2i sin@q~E!#

f0~p,E!
, ~2.6!

where@ f ;g# denotes the Wronskian off andg. Moreover,c0
(6)(x,E) can alternatively be written

in the form

c0
~6 !~x,E!5e6 ikxj0

~6 !~x,E!, ~2.7!

where k5k(E)5q(E)/p is called the quasi-momentum,j0
(6)(x,E) have period p and

j0
(6)(0,E)51 @sincec0

(6)(0,E)51#. We further introduce the notation

G n5~E2n21 ,E2n!, n50,1,2,...,

Bn5@E2n22 ,E2n21#, n51,2,...,

so thatG n denotes thenth gap starting with the zeroth gap (2`,E0), andBn denotes thenth
band. The functionk(E) maps21,22 Bn onto the interval@(n21)p/p,np/p# in thek-plane, and it
mapsG 0 onto the positive imaginary axis, and eachG n (n51,2,...) onto a segment of the form
S n5$k:k5np/p1 im,0,m<dn% for somedn.0, wherem5m(E)5Im@k(E)#. Here dn.0 is
determined by the equationk(Ẽn)5np/p1 idn , whereẼn is the unique point~cf. Ref. 23, p. 295!
in G n such thatD8(Ẽn)50. The two intervals (E2n21 ,Ẽn# and @Ẽn ,E2n) are both mapped onto
the segmentS n and hence the functionm°E(np/p1 im) has two branches,E(1)(np/p1 im)
and E(2)(np/p1 im), such thatE(1)(np/p1 im)→E2n21 and E(2)(np/p1 im)→E2n as m↓0.
Moreover, the functionsm°E( j )(np/p1 im) ( j 51,2) are analytic, even and satisfy

E~ j !~np/p1 im!2E2n221 j5
~21!np2

2D8~E2n221 j !
m21O~m4!, m↓0. ~2.8!

This follows from ~2.5! by expandingD(E) about the pointE2n221 j , using D(E2n221 j )
5(21)n and the fact thatf0(x,E) andu0(x,E) are analytic functions ofE, hence even functions
of m. From now on we assume that

f0~p,En!Þ0, ~2.9!
hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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at the endpoint under consideration. The casef0(p,En)50 will be discussed separately, since
requires special arguments. Note that forn50, ~2.9! is automatically satisfied becauseE0 is the
lowest point ofs(H0). In fact, f0(p,E0)50 implies thatf0(x,E0) is periodic~with period p)
and hence has infinitely many zeros, contradicting thatE0 is the lowest point ofs(H0). Moreover,
the solutionc0

(1)(x,E0), which is well-defined becausef0(p,E0)Þ0, is periodic and thus has n
zeros. Hence, by the Sturm separation theorem,f0(x,E0) has exactly one zero~at x50). There
are two solutions,Fl

(6)(x,E), of ~1.4! which are defined as solutions of the integral equation

Fl
~6 !~x,E!5c0

~6 !~x,E!2lE
x

6`

A0~x,y;E!W~y!Fl
~6 !~y,E!dy, ~2.10!

A0~x,y;E!52
if0~p,E!

2 sin@q~E!#
@c0

~1 !~x,E!c0
~2 !~y,E!2c0

~2 !~x,E!c0
~1 !~y,E!#. ~2.11!

The solutionsFl
(6)(x,E) correspond to the standard Jost solutions in the case whenV50 and, as

usual,~2.10!–~2.11! are obtained by applying the variation of constants formula to~1.4! and using
~2.6!. For reasons given below, the relevant case for us will be that in which for a fixedl>0,
Fl

(1)(x,En) and Fl
(2)(x,En) are linearly dependent. This case will also be called

exceptional case and we will calll an exceptional value~at a given endpointEn) if
@Fl

(1)(•,En);Fl
(2)(•,En)#50. In the exceptional case we define the constantan by

Fl
~1 !~x,En!5an Fl

~2 !~x,En!. ~2.12!

The case when@Fl
(1)(•,En);Fl

(2)(•,En)#Þ0 will be called the generic case.
Next we introduce the transmission coefficientTl(E) associated with~1.4!,

Tl~E!52
2i sin@q~E!#

@Fl
~1 !~•,E!;Fl

~2 !~•,E!#f0~p,E!
. ~2.13!

The transmission coefficient will enter naturally into our analysis and bring the advantage th
can draw on recent work on its asymptotic properties.24 We remark that usuallyTl(E) is first
defined forEPs(H0) and then analytically continued into the gaps. The results of Ref. 24 w
shown to be valid whenE lies in a gap.

It will sometimes be convenient to number the gaps by using the symbol

ñ5Fn11

2 G , ~2.14!

where@x# denotes the largest integer less than or equal tox. ThenEn is the left~right! endpoint
of the gapG ñ if n is odd~even!. The statementE→En is understood to mean thatE approaches
En from within the gapG ñ , whereEn may be either endpoint ofG ñ . In terms ofm this can be
simply stated asm↓0, with the understanding thatE is viewed as a function ofm, namely,E
5E( j )(ñp/p1 im), with the proper branch labeled byj ( j 5n1222ñ).

The following theorem was proved in Ref. 24~Theorem 3.3!.
Theorem 2.1:Suppose that~H1! and~2.9! hold. Fixl>0. ThenTl(E) is continuous at every

En and there are two possible asymptotic behaviors ofTl(E) asm↓0 (EPG ñ):
~i! In the generic case,

Tl~E!5bnm1o~m!, ~2.15!

with bn real and nonzero.
~ii ! In the exceptional case,

Tl~E!5Tl~0!1o~1!, Tl~0!5
2an

11an
2 . ~2.16!
hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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Of course,~2.15! follows immediately from~2.13!, along with the fact thatFl
(6)(x,En) are

real and

sin@q~E!#5 i ~21! ñ sinh mp, EPG ñ . ~2.17!

The proof of~2.16! is more involved. Note that ifl50, thenF0
(6)(x,E)5c0

(6)(x,E), so T0(E)
51 for all E, and we are in case~ii ! with an51.

Lemma 2.2:Suppose that~H1! and~2.9! hold. Then@Fl
(1)(•,En);Fl

(2)(•,En)#50 if and only
if

E
2`

`

c0
~1 !~x,En!W~x!Fl

~1 !~x,En!dx50. ~2.18!

Proof: This result was proved in Ref. 24 as a consequence of Lemma 2.1 there. We b
sketch the argument here, since we will use one formula from the proof later. ForE5En the
integral equation~2.10! for Fl

(1)(x,En) becomes

Fl
~1 !~x,En!5c0

~1 !~x,En!2lE
x

`

A0~x,y;En!W~y!Fl
~1 !~y,En!dy, ~2.19!

A0~x,y;En!5 lim
E→En

A0~x,y;E!5f0~x,En!c0
~1 !~y,En!2c0

~1 !~x,En!f0~y,En!. ~2.20!

Since@Fl
(1)(•,En);Fl

(2)(•,En)#50 if and only if Hlc5Enc has a bounded~nontrivial! solution,
the assertion~2.18! follows on lettingx→2` in ~2.19! and using standard estimates~see Ref. 24,
or Lemma 2.3 below!. j

For the following it is convenient to normalize the solutionsFl
(6)(x,E) by introducing

cl
~6 !~x,E!5

Fl
~6 !~x,E!

Fl
~6 !~0,E!

, ~2.21!

so thatcl
(6)(0,E)51. Therefore, in addition to~2.9!, we make the assumption

Fl
~6 !~0,En!Þ0, ~2.22!

so that by continuityFl
(6)(0,E)Þ0 for E near En . It turns out that~2.22! is not a serious

restriction, since by shifting the origin if necessary, we can always make sure that it holds
point will be discussed in more detail later when we remove condition~2.9! by the same method

The integral kernel of the resolvent (Hl2E)21, i.e., the Green’s function ofHl , will be
denoted byGl,E(x,y). It is given by

Gl,E~x,y!5
1

@cl
~1 !~•,E!;cl

~2 !~•,E!#
H cl

~1 !~x,E!cl
~2 !~y,E!,

cl
~2 !~x,E!cl

~1 !~y,E!,
y,x,
y.x. ~2.23!

For fixedl andE inside a gap, the Wronskian in the denominator of~2.23! vanishes exactly when
E is an eigenvalue ofHl , and so it is nonzero forE near but different from an endpointEn . The
Birman–Schwinger kernel~1.3! is given by

Kl,E~x,y!5W~x!1/2Gl,E~x,y!uW~y!u1/2, W~x!1/25uW~x!u1/2 sgnW~x!.

In order to splitKl,E into a singular and a regular part we write

Gl,E~x,y!5
1

Gl,E~0,0!
Gl,E~x,0!Gl,E~0,y!1Gl,E

D ~x,y!. ~2.24!
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whereGl,E
D (x,y) is the Green’s function ofHl with an additional Dirichlet condition at the origin

The decomposition~2.24! was used in Ref. 15 to study the number of eigenvalues inG n for n
large. Then the corresponding decomposition ofKl,E is

Kl,E5dl~E!Ll,E1Rl,E , ~2.25!

whereLl,E and Rl,E are integral operators with kernelsLl,E(x,y) and Rl,E(x,y), respectively,
given by

Ll,E~x,y!5vl~x,E!ṽl~y,E!,
~2.26!

Rl,E~x,y!5W~x!1/2Gl,E
D ~x,y!uW~y!u1/2,

vl~x,E!5H W~x!1/2cl
~1 !~x,E!,

W~x!1/2cl
~2 !~x,E!,

x.0,
x,0,

ṽl~y,E!5vl~y,E!sgnW~y!,
~2.27!

Gl,E
D ~x,y!55

fl~x,E!cl
~1 !~y,E!, 0,x,y,

cl
~1 !~x,E!fl~y,E!, 0,y,x,

2fl~x,E!cl
~2 !~y,E!, y,x,0,

2cl
~2 !~x,E!fl~y,E!, x,y,0,

0, otherwise.

~2.28!

Moreover,

dl~E!5Gl,E~0,0!5
1

@cl
~1 !~•,E!;cl

~2 !~•,E!#
, ~2.29!

so that, by~2.6! and ~2.17!,

d0~E!5
~21! ñf0~p,E!

2 sinhmp
, EPG ñ . ~2.30!

Another useful expression fordl(E) follows from ~2.13!, ~2.17!, ~2.21!, and~2.29!, namely,

dl~E!5
~21! ñf0~p,E!Tl~E!Fl

~1 !~0,E!Fl
~2 !~0,E!

2 sinhmp
, EPG ñ . ~2.31!

The implicit equation~1.8! for E(l) can be written as

@l2l0#~ṽl0 ,E ,~11@l2l0#Rl0 ,E!21vl0 ,E!52
1

dl0
~E!

, ~2.32!

wherel0 is a c.c.th. andvl,E ~resp.,ṽl,E) denotes the functionvl(x,E) @resp.,ṽl(x,E)] defined
in ~2.27!. Notice that the decomposition~2.25! is of the form~1.5!, ~1.6! with N51 if we setl
5l0 , dl0;1(E)5dl0

(E), Ll0,E;15Ll0,E , vl0,E;15vl0,E , etc.
Our goal now is to find solutionsE5E(l) of ~2.32! such thatE(l)→En asl→l0 . We do

this by first finding the solutions in the formm~l! and then using~2.8! to obtainE(l). Expanding
the left-hand side of~2.32! in powers ofl2l0 yields

(
j 50

`

~21! j@l2l0# j 11~ṽl0 ,E ,Rl0,E
j vl0,E!52

1

dl0
~E!

. ~2.33!
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Now we would like to expand the coefficients (ṽl0,E ,Rl0,E
j vl0,E) and the right-hand side of~2.33!

in powers ofm and then obtain an expansion ofm~l! in powers ofl2l0 . It is not hard to see tha
a full expansion will generally not be possible under assumptions~H1! or ~H2!; one needs stronge
assumptions like~H3! to do this. Under~H1! or ~H2! one can only expect to find a few terms
an expansion ofm~l!. In particular, since the right-hand side of~2.33! vanishes linearly inm, it
will be easy to obtain the leading order term ofm~l! provided the coefficient withj 50,
(ṽl0,En

,vl0,En
), is nonzero. However, we are also interested in the case when (ṽl0,En

,vl0,En
)

50, and, more generally, in the case when (ṽl0,En
,Rl0,En

j vl0,En
)50 for j 50,1,...,M21 and

(ṽl,En
,Rl0,En

M vl0,En
)Þ0 for someM . Or, what if (ṽl0,En

,Rl0,En

j vl0,En
)50 for all j , if this is

possible? In order to answer these questions we need some technical lemmas. Since the p
these lemmas are somewhat lengthy but mostly standard and do not contribute much
understanding of our main results, they have all been consigned to the Appendix. In the foll
we will always think ofE as a function ofm @as explained below~2.14!#. The phrase ‘‘forE near
En’’ shall mean that there is am0.0 sufficiently small, so that the given statement holds fo
<m<m0 . The letterC will be used to denote various constants that may depend onm0 ~but not
on m! and are not necessarily the same at each appearance. Differentiation with respect tom will
be denoted by a dot.

Lemma 2.3:Assume~H1!, ~2.9!, ~2.22!, and fix l>0. Then for E near En we have the
estimates

~i! ucl
(6)(x,E)u<Ce7mx, xPR6 ,

~ii ! ufl(x,E)u<C(11uxu)emuxu,
~iii ! uḟl(x,E)u<C@m(11uxu)3/(11muxu)2#emuxu.
Furthermore, ifl50 and~H1! holds, or ifl.0 and~H2! holds, then
~iv! uċl

(6)(x,E)u<C(11uxu)e7mx, xPR6 .
Proof: See the Appendix. j

It is true that forE near but different fromEn , the functioncl
(6)(x,E) is differentiable with

respect tom under condition~H1! alone, for anyl>0. However, ifl.0 and~H2! is not satisfied,
thenċl(x,E) will in general not remain bounded asm↓0. In other words, estimate~iv! no longer
holds. The evidence for this conclusion comes from a result in Ref. 25~Theorem 3.1! where, in the
caseV50, it was proved that for a certain class of potentials that satisfy~H1! but violate~H2!, the
Jost solutions are in general not differentiable with respect tok (k5A2E) at k50.

Lemma 2.4:Assume~H1!, ~2.9!, ~2.22! and fix l>0. Then forE nearEn we have
~i! Gl,E

D (x,y)<C@11min$uxu,uyu%#,
~ii ! Rl,E→Rl,En

in Hilbert–Schmidt norm asE→En ,
~iii ! Assumel50 and~H1!, or l.0 and~H2!. Then

uĠl,E
D ~x,y!u<C~11uxu!~11uyu!. ~2.34!

Proof: See the Appendix. j

We note that~i! implies

uGl,E
D ~x,y!u<C~11uxu!1/2~11uyu!1/2.

When l50 a bound of this type was used in Ref. 15. Under condition~H1! all we can say in
general is thatiRl,E2Rl,En

iH.S.5o(1) asE→En . However, if ~H2! holds, then~2.34! implies

that Ṙl,E(x,y) is Hilbert–Schmidt and henceiRl,E2Rl,En
iH.S.5O(m).

Lemma 2.5:In addition to~2.9! and ~2.22! assumel50 and~H1!, or l.0 and~H2!. Then,
for E nearEn , the functionsm→(ṽl,E ,Rl,E

s vl,E), s50,1,2,..., are continuously differentiab
and obey

~i! u(ṽl,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E)u<C̃r s,

~ii ! ud(ṽl,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E)/dmu<C̃r s,

for someC̃.0 andr .0.
Proof: See the Appendix. j

The next two lemmas are essential for our study of~2.33!. They are variants of the invers
function theorem tailored to our needs.
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Lemma 2.6:Supposeaj (m), j 51,2,..., andc(m) are continuous real-valued functions defin
for 0<m<m0 , satisfying

~a! uaj (m)u<Dr j , j 51,2,3,..., for someD.0, r .0, and 0<m<m0 ,
~b! aj (m)5O(m) asm→0, for j 51,2,...N21, andaN(0)Þ0 for someN>1,
~c! c(m)5 ċ(0)m1o(m), with ċ(0).0, asm→0,

and consider the equation

(
j 51

`

aj~m!zj5c~m!. ~2.35!

Then the following occur:
~i! If N is odd andaN(0).0, then there is a unique, real, continuous solutionz(m) of ~2.35!

such thatz(m)5@ ċ(0)/aN(0)#1/Nm1/N1o(m1/N) asm↓0.
~ii ! If N is odd andaN(0),0, then there is a unique, real, continuous solutionz(m) such that

z(m)52@2 ċ(0)/aN(0)#1/Nm1/N1o(m1/N) asm↓0.
~iii ! If N is even andaN(0).0, then there are exactly two real, continuous solutionsz6(m)

such thatz6(m)56@ ċ(0)/aN(0)#1/Nm1/N1o(m1/N) asm↓0.
~iv! If N is even andaN(0),0, then~2.35! has no real solution converging to zero asm↓0.
~v! If aj (0)50 for all j anduaj (m)u<C1r 1

j m for someC1.0 andr 1.0, then there is no rea
solution converging to zero asm↓0.

Proof: See the Appendix. j

Lemma 2.7:Suppose that, in addition to~a!–~c! of Lemma 2.6,aj (m) ( j 51,2,...) andc(m)
are continuously differentiable, anduȧ j (m)u<C2r 2

j , for someC2.0 andr 2.0. Then we have the
following:

~i! If N is even andaN(0).0, then~2.35! has a unique solutionm(z) such that

m~z!5
aN~0!

ċ~0!
zN1o~zN!, z→0. ~2.36!

~ii ! If N is odd andaN(0).0, resp.aN(0),0, then~2.35! has a solution obeying~2.36! as
z↓0, resp.z↑0.

~iii ! Suppose thatc(m)5 ċ(0)m1c2m21o(m2) with ċ(0).0. Then, under the same assum
tions onaN(0) as in~i! and~ii ! and withz approaching zero in the same manner as there, we h
that

m~z!5
aN~0!

ċ~0!
zN1FaN11~0!

ċ~0!
1

aN~0!ȧ1~0!

ċ~0!2 2
c2a1~0!2

ċ~0!3 dN,1GzN111o~zN11!. ~2.37!

In ~2.37! the Kronecker symboldN,1 has been added only for clarity. It follows from assum
tion ~b! of Lemma 2.6 thata1(0)50 whenN.1; thus the coefficientc2 has no effect on~2.37!
whenN.1. Note that ifaN(0)50, then~2.37! just reduces to~2.36! but with N11 in place ofN.

Proof: See the Appendix. j

Some technical comments on Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 may be in order. In assumption~c! of
Lemma 2.6 we do not intend to imply thatc(m) is continuously differentiable on@0,m0#, only that
besides being continuous, it is also differentiable atm50. In the application of Lemma 2.6 we wil
actually need the inverse functionm(z) of z(m) @in case~iii ! we need the inverse of each of th
two functionsz6(m)#. Lemma 2.6 does not guarantee the existence of these inverse function
example, the solutionz(m) of the equation@112m sin(1/m)#z5m(0,m<m0) does not have an
inverse on (0,m0#, no matter how smallm0 . However, in the applications we will have addition
information onm(z) which will allow us to argue that the inverse function exists. It may be a
useful to give a short illustration of what can happen ifaj (m) and c(m) violate some of the
conditions placed on them in Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. Consider, for example, the equationz1z2

5m1m11e with 1/2,e,1, i.e., a1(m)5a2(m)51, c(m)5m1m11e, and so ċ(0)51. Thus
c(m) does not fulfill condition~iii ! of Lemma 2.7. Thenm(z)5z2z11e1z21o(z2) and we see
that a term,2z11e, has slipped between the linear and quadratic terms so that~2.37! no longer
holds. Now replacea1(m) by m, so that the equation becomesmz1z25m1m11e. Then m(z)
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5z22z2(11e)1O(z3) which shows that thee has no effect on the leading term. This is in agreem
with Lemma 2.6. Furthermore, ifa1(m) does not vanish linearly, uniqueness or existence m
break down. For example, the equation 5Amz24z25m has two solutionsm(z)5z2 and m(z)
516z2, and the equationm2/3z2z25m has no real non-negative solutionm(z) that converges to
zero asz→0.

Theorem 2.8:Assume~2.9! and~2.22!. If l0.0 is a c.c.th. atEn , thenl0 is an exceptional
value. The exceptional values and the c.c.th.’s each form a discrete set with no finite accum
points.

Proof: Suppose that@Fl0

(1)(•,En);Fl0

(2)(•,En)#Þ0. Then, by~2.15! and~2.31!, the right-hand

side of~2.33! approaches a finite nonzero limit asE→En , whereas, by Lemma 2.5, the left-han
side goes to zero asl→l0 , uniformly in E for E nearEn . Therefore, a solutionm~l! of ~2.33!
satisfyingm(l)→0 asl→l0 does not exist and hencel0 cannot be a c.c.th. This proves the fir
part. For the second part we allowl to be complex. Solving~2.19! by iteration, we see that fo

each x, the functionsl°Fl
(6)(x,En) and l°Fl

(6)8(x,En) are entire functions ofl. Hence
l°@Fl

(1)(•,En);Fl
(2)(•,En)# is entire and the conclusion follows. j

In connection with Theorem 2.8 we remind the reader thatl050 is always an exceptiona
value, but, as we will see below, it need not always be a c.c.th.@Theorem 2.11~i!#. Moreover, the
restrictions~2.9! and~2.22! can be removed and the first assertion of Theorem 2.8 has a con
if n50 and, under further assumptions, also whenn>1. This will be shown in Theorems 2.14~iii !
and 2.16~i!.

From now on we will always assume that we are in the exceptional case. In order to dete
the threshold behavior of the eigenvalues we have to identify~2.33! with ~2.35!. Sinceċ(0) in
Lemma 2.6 must be positive, we need to know the sign of the derivative of21/dl0

(E) with
respect tom. To this end, we first note that by~2.12!, ~2.16!, and~2.31!,

2
1

dl0
~E!

5
~21! ñ11~11an

2!p

f0~p,En!Fl0

~1 !~0,En!2 m1o~m!. ~2.38!

Now it is known14 that if ~2.9! holds, then

f0~p,En!.0, n54 j and n54 j 11,

f0~p,En!,0, n54 j 12 and n54 j 13, j 50,1,... .

Therefore,

sgn@~21! ñ11f0~p,En!#5~21!n11,

and if we set

cl0
~m!5

~21!n

dl0
~E!

, ~2.39!

then

ċl0
~0!5

~21! ñ1n~11an
2!p

f0~p,En!Fl0

~1 !~0,En!2.0. ~2.40!

In order to achieve some computational simplications later, we introduce the kernel

Ml,E~x,y!5dl~E!W~x!1/2uW~y!u1/2
• HBl~x,y;E!,

Bl~y,x;E!,
y,x,
y.x,

Bl~x,y;E!5cl
~1 !~x,E!cl

~2 !~y,E!2cl
~1 !~x,En!cl

~1 !~y,En!,

~2.41!
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and denote the associated integral operator byMl,E . We remark that the integral operatorMl,E

satisfies

Kl,E5dl~E!Ll,En
1Ml,E , ~2.42!

and thus is associated with a decomposition ofKl,E slightly different from that in~2.25!. When
V50 this decomposition corresponds to that used in Refs. 1 and 5. If we assume~H2!, then
Lemma 2.4~ii ! also holds forMl,E , namelyMl,E→Ml,En

in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm. Then we
could use the implicit equation

@l2l0#~ṽl0,En
,~11@l2l0#Ml0,E!21vl0,En

!52
1

dl0
~E!

,

instead of~2.32!. In this paper we need~2.41! only whenE5E0 andl50. Then we have

M0,E0
~x,y!5

2W~x!1/2uW~y!u1/2

2
• HA0~x,y;E0!,

A0~y,x;E0!,
y,x,
y.x, ~2.43!

whereA0(x,y;E0) is defined in~2.20!. If only ~H1! is assumed, then the kernel~2.43! will in
general not represent a bounded operator. However, here we will only need certain matr
ments like (ṽ0,E0

,M0,E0
v0,E0

). This matrix element exists as an integral overR2 and is equal to
limE→E0

(ṽ0,E0
,M0,Ev0,E0

), where this limit exists by the estimates in Lemma 2.3.
In preparation of our next theorem we first prove two lemmas. Letl0 be an exceptional value

and define

I l0, j~E!5~ṽl0 ,E ,Rl0,E
j vl0,E!, j 50,1,2,...; ~2.44!

in particular,

I l0,0~En!5~ṽl0,En
,vl0,En

!5E
2`

`

W~x!cl0

~1 !~x,En!2dx. ~2.45!

Lemma 2.9:Assume~H1!, ~2.9!, n50, andl050. Then

~ṽ0,E0
,M0,E0

v0,E0
!5~ṽ0,E0

,R0,E0
v0,E0

!1
1

ċ0~0!
I 0,0~E0! İ 0,0~E0!. ~2.46!

Proof: By ~2.25!, ~2.39!, ~2.42!, and~2.44!, we have

~ṽ0,E0
,M0,E0

v0,E0
!2~ṽ0,E0

,R0,E0
v0,E0

!5 lim
E→E0

d0~E!~ṽ0,E0
,@L0,E2L0,E0

#v0,E0
!

52
1

ċ0~0!
~ṽ0,E0

,v0,E0
!~ṽ0,E0

,v̇0,E0
!

5
1

ċ0~0!
I 0,0~E0! İ 0,0~E0!,

proving ~2.46!. In the last equation we have usedİ 0,0(E)52(ṽ0,E ,v̇0,E). Note that, by Lemma
2.3~iv!, İ 0,0(E0) exists under condition~H1!. j

Lemma 2.10:Assume~H1!, WÞ0, andn50. Then the following are true:
~i! If l0.0, @Fl0

(1)(•,E0);Fl0

(2)(•,E0)#50, and~2.22! holds, thenI l0,0(E0),0.

~ii ! If l050 andI 0,0(E0)50, thenI 0,1(E0)5(ṽ0,E0
,M0,E0

v0,E0
).0.

As we shall see later, in~i! it is not really necessary to assume~2.22!. The only purpose of this
assumption is to ensure thatcl0

(1)(x,E0) is defined by~2.21!.
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Proof: ~i! Since Fl0

(6)(x,E0) are linearly dependent,~2.18! holds with n50 and l5l0 .

Multiplying ~2.19! for n50 by W(x)Fl0

(1)(x,E0), integrating overR using an integration by part

and Lemma 2.2, and using~2.21! and ~2.45! yields

Fl0

~1 !~0,E0!2I l0,0~E0!5E
2`

`

W~x!Fl0

~1 !~x,E0!2dx

522l0E
2`

`

W~x!Fl0

~1 !~x,E0!f0~x,E0!

3S E
x

`

W~y!c0
~1 !~y,E0!Fl0

~1 !~y,E0!dyD dx. ~2.47!

Now the relation@f0(x,E0)/c0
(1)(x,E0)#851/c0

(1)(x,E0)2 @recall thatc0
(1)(x,E0) has no zeros#

together with an integration by parts yields

Fl0

~1 !~0,E0!2I l0,0~E0!52l0E
2`

` 1

c0
~1 !~x,E0!2

3S E
x

`

W~y!c0
~1 !~y,E0!Fl0

~1 !~y,E0!dyD 2

dx,0. ~2.48!

The boundary terms from the integration by parts vanish on account of Lemma 2.3 and~H1!.
HenceI l0,0(E0),0, proving~i!.

~ii ! By ~2.45! and~2.46!, sinceI 0,0(E0)50, we have thatI 0,1(E0)5(ṽ0,E0
,M0,E0

v0,E0
). Then,

from ~2.43!, by an integration by parts and using thatc0
(1)(x,E0)5c0

(2)(x,E0), we obtain

I 0,1~E0!52E
2`

`

W~x!c0
~1 !~x,E0!f0~x,E0!S E

x

`

W~y!c0
~1 !~y,E0!2dyD dx. ~2.49!

Proceeding with~2.49! as with ~2.47!, we obtain

I 0,1~E0!5E
2`

` 1

c0
~1 !~x,E0!2 S E

x

`

W~y!c0
~1 !~y,E0!2dyD 2

dx.0,

and ~ii ! is proved. j

In the following the constant

nn5
uf0~p,En!uFl0

~1 !~0,En!2

~11an
2!A2uD8~En!u

~2.50!

will frequently appear. We do not explicitly indicate the dependence onl0 of this and similar
constants.

Theorem 2.11:Assume~H1!, WÞ0, andn50. Then we have the following:
~i! l050 is a c.c.th. atE0 if and only if I 0,0(E0)<0. If this is the case, then there exists

unique eigenvalueE(l) such that

AE02E~l!52n0I 0,0~E0!l1n0~ṽ0,E0
,M0,E0

v0,E0
!l21o~l2!, l↓0. ~2.51!

~ii ! Suppose thatl0.0, @Fl0

(1)(•,E0);Fl0

(2)(•,E0)#50, and that~2.22! holds. Thenl0 is a

c.c.th.,I l0,0(E0),0, and there is a unique eigenvalue given by

AE02E~l!52n0I l0,0~E0!~l2l0!1o~l2l0!, l↓l0 . ~2.52!
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Proof: Supposel0 is a c.c.th. atE0 . Then we identify~2.33! with ~2.35! by means of the
substitutions 1/dl0

(E0)5cl0
(m)→c(m) @cf. ~2.39! with n50#, l2l0→z, and

(21) j 11(ṽl0 ,E ,Rl0 ,E
j vl0 ,E)5(21) j 11I l0 , j (E)→aj 11(m) ( j 50,1,...). To prove~i!, first note

that, sincec0
(1)(x,E0)5c0

(2)(x,E0), l050 is an exceptional value at eachE0 . By Lemma
2.6~ii !, if a1(0),0, then~2.35! does not have an acceptable~i.e. positive! solutionz(m). Hence
a1(0)52I 0,0(E0)>0 is necessary forl050 to be a c.c.th. To show the sufficiency of th
conditionI 0,0(E0)<0 we note that by Lemma 2.10~ii !, if I 0,0(E0)50, thenI 0,1(E0)5a2(0).0. So
eithera1(0).0 or a1(0)50 anda2(0).0. Moreover, Lemma 2.5~ii ! guarantees that the coeffi
cientsak(m) are continuously differentiable, and from~2.29! and ~2.39! it follows that c(m) is
continuously differentiable,ċ(0).0 @cf. ~2.40!# andc250 @becausef0(p,E) is an even function
of m#. Hence Lemma 2.7~iii ! applies andm(z) is given by ~2.37!. This shows thatl050 is a
c.c.th. It remains to convert~2.37! to ~2.51!. Considering the bracketed term in~2.37!, using
~2.46!, we have

a2~0!

ċ~0!
1

a1~0!ȧ1~0!

ċ~0!2 5
I 0,1~E0!

ċ~0!
1

I 0,0~E0! İ 0,0~E0!

ċ~0!2 5
1

ċ~0!
~ṽ0,E0

,M0,E0
v0,E0

!. ~2.53!

Now ~2.51! follows from ~2.37!, ~2.53!, and using~2.8! to relatem to AE02E(l). This proves~i!.
~ii ! When l0.0, then a1(0)52I l0,0(E0).0 by Lemma 2.10~i!, and hencez(m)

5@ ċ(0)/a1(0)#m1o(m) by Lemma 2.6~ii !. Note that Lemma 2.7 is not applicable, sinceak(m)
andc(m) are not necessarily continuously differentiable atm50. Now we show that the function
z(m) is invertible for small enoughm. We argue by contradiction. Suppose thatz(m1)5z(m2) for
0,m1,m2 . Thenz(m) assumes an extremum at an interior point of this interval, say atm* . If
z(m* ) is a strict extremum, then there are two sequences$mn,6% such thatmn,1↓m* , mn,2↑m* ,
z(mn,1)5z(mn,2), andz(mn,6)→z(m* ) asmn,6→m* . This means that, asl→l01z(m* ), two
eigenvalue sequences$E( imn,6)% belonging toHln

with ln5l01z(mn,1)5l01z(mn,2) con-
verge to the eigenvalueE( im* ) of Hl01z(m* ) . Consequently, by standard results from pertur
tion theory,Hl01z(m* ) has a discrete eigenvalue of multiplicity two. But this is impossible; he
z(m) cannot have a strict minimum atm* . If the extremum atm* is not strict, then there exists
sequence$mn% such thatmn→m* andz(mn)5z(m* ). This implies that the valuesE( im* ) and
E( imn) are all eigenvalues ofHl01z(m* ) and thatE( im* ) is an accumulation point of thes
eigenvalues. Again, this is impossible. Hencez(m) is a monotone function. Inverting it we ge
m(z)5@a1(0)/ċ(0)#z1o(z) and ~2.52! follows from ~2.8!. j

In the statement of the next theorem, in order to reduce the number of case distinctio
temporarily lift the restrictionl>0 to the extent that we allowl to approach 0 from below if the
c.c.th. isl050.

Theorem 2.12:Suppose thatl050 or l0.0 and @Fl0

(1)(•,En);Fl0

(2)(•,En)#50, n>1, and

that ~2.9! and ~2.22! hold. Also, suppose that for someM>0,

I l0 , j~En!50, j 50,...,M21, I l0 ,M~En!Þ0. ~2.54!

Further, assume one of the following:
~a! l050 and~H1!,
~b! l0.0, M50, and~H1!,
~c! l0.0, M>1, and~H2!.
Then the following holds:
~i! If n is odd, M is even, andI l0 ,M(En).0 @resp.,I l0 ,M(En),0#, then there is a unique

eigenvalueE(l) of Hl obeying

AE~l!2En5nnI l0 ,M~En!~l2l0!M11@11o~1!#, l↓l0 ~resp. l↑l0!. ~2.55!

~ii ! If n is odd,M is odd, andI l0,M(En),0, then there is an eigenvalue obeying

AE~l!2En52nnI l0 ,M~En!~l2l0!M11@11o~1!#, l↓l0 and l↑l0 . ~2.56!
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~iii ! If n is odd,M is odd, andI l0 ,M(En).0, then there is no eigenvalue converging toEn as
eitherl↓l0 or l↑l0 .

~iv! If n is even,M is even, andI l0 ,M(En),0 @resp.I l0 ,M(En).0#, then there is a unique
eigenvalueE(l) of Hl obeying

AEn2E~l!52nnI l0 ,M~En!~l2l0!M11@11o~1!#, l↓l0 ~resp. l↑l0!. ~2.57!

~v! If n is even,M is odd andI l0 ,M(En).0, then there is an eigenvalue obeying

AEn2E~l!5nnI l0 ,M~En!~l2l0!M11@11o~1!#, l↓l0 and l↑l0 . ~2.58!

~vi! If n is even,M is odd, andI l0 ,M(En),0, then there is no eigenvalue converging toEn as
eitherl↓l0 or l↑l0 .

Proof: Apply Lemma 2.7 if~a! or ~c! are assumed and use Lemma 2.6, together with
argument about invertingz(m) used in the proof of Theorem 2.11, when~b! is assumed. In
identifying ~2.33! with ~2.35! use ~2.39! and the correspondence (21) j 1n11I l0 , j (E)
→aj 11(m); further details are omitted. j

Some comments about Theorems 2.11 and 2.12 may be in order. According to~2.51! and
~2.52! eigenvalues can approachE0 only asl↓l0 . In other words, eigenvalues that appear atE0

can only move to the left asl increases. This is well-known and not only true forl nearl0 but
for all l.l0 ~Ref. 20, p. 79; Ref. 26, footnote on p. 89!. For an endpointEn with n odd, i.e., the
left endpoint of a gap, part~i! of Theorem 2.12 describes the two situations where an eigenv
either appears atEn asl↑l01e @if I l0 ,M(En).0# or where an eigenvalue comes in from the rig
and gets absorbed into the continuous spectrum atEn @if I l0 ,M(En),0#. Case~ii ! describes the
situation where an eigenvalue ‘‘turns around’’ atEn . Note thatM11 is even and henceM11
>2, so thatE(l)2En5O(l4) at least. In case~iii !, l0 is an exceptional value, but there is n
eigenvalue converging toEn asl↓l0 or l↑l0 . In other words,l0 is an exceptional value but no
a c.c.th. Forn even, the possibilities are similar as can be seen from~iv!–~vi!.

Theorem 2.13: Suppose thatW satisfies~H3!. ThenAE(l)2En is given by a convergen
power series inl2l0 .

Proof: Both sides of~2.32! can be analytically continued, as functions ofm, to a complex
neighborhood ofm50. This follows by generalizing the estimates in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 to
case whenm ~resp.,E) is complex. We omit a detailed discussion and only sketch a few steps
estimatesufl0

(x,E)u<C(11uxu)euRemuuxu and ucl0

(6)(x,E)u<Ce7(Rem)x for xPR6 imply that

uGl0 ,E
D (x,y)u<C@11min$uxu,uyu%#euRemu(uxu1uyu). The exponential factor appearing here will be a

sorbed by the decay ofW when used in the expressions forRl0 ,E andvl0 ,E , provided 2uRemu
,c, wherec is the constant in~H3!. As a result, the functionh(m,z) in ~A30! ~see the Appendix!
is jointly analytic inm andz nearm5z50, h(0,0)50, andhm(0,0)Þ0. Therefore, by the implicit
function theorem for analytic functions, the equationh(m,z)50 has, for smallz, a unique analytic
solutionm(z). j

Next we discuss how the above results have to be modified when~2.9! or ~2.22! are not
satisfied, that is, whenf0(p,En)50, orf0(p,En)Þ0 butFl0

(6)(0,En)50. These special situation

may easily occur for reasons of symmetry. For example, ifV andW are even, then the subspac
of odd and even parity, respectively, are reducing subspaces forHl . Hence on the subspace o
odd parity we haveFl0

(6)(0,En)50 at the threshold. Moreover, eitherE1 or E2 is the first Dirichlet

eigenvalue for the eigenvalue problem~2.2! on the interval@0,p# and thusf0(p,Ej )50 for
j 51 or 2. That our approach breaks down whenf0(p,En)50 is evident from~2.4! which shows
that the Titchmarsh–Weyl coefficientm0

(1)(E) @or m0
(2)(E)# becomes singular asE→En ; the

imaginary part ofm0
(1)(E) blows up, while the real part approaches a finite limit. Note t

f0(p,E) vanishes quadratically inm asm↓0, while sin@q(E)# only vanishes linearly. This implies
that the decomposition~2.25! is no longer useful. One way to deal with this situation would be
choose a different decomposition of the Green’s function, and this is also necessary if one
to give a complete treatment of the casef0(p,En)50. However, here we are interested only
hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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obtaining the leading terms of some of the eigenvalue expansions, and so we choose a d
approach. We perform a shift of the origin so that for the shifted problem conditions~2.9! and
~2.22! are satisfied. Then we relate the expressions for the shifted problem back to the o
problem. We will often refer to Ref. 24, where some details of this method have already
worked out.

Let bPR, and replaceV(x) andW(x) in ~1.1! and~1.2! by V(x1b) andW(x1b). Clearly,
the spectrum ofHl is invariant under the shift. We denote the various solutions associated
the shifted problem by means of an additional argument or subscriptb, e.g., cl

(1)(x,E;b),
fl(x,E;b), nn;b , etc. From~2.45! and ~2.50! we have

nn;bI l0,0~En ;b!5
uf0~p,En ;b!u

~11an
2!A2uD8~En!u

E
2`

`

W~x1b!Fl0

~1 !~x,En ;b!2dx, ~2.59!

where we used~2.21! for the shifted problem and the fact that the constantan @defined in~2.12!#
and the discriminantD(E) are invariant under the shift. We now distinguish between two ca

Case 1: Fl0

(6)(0,En)50 andf0(p,En)Þ0: Since

c0
~6 !~x,E;b!5

c0
~6 !~x1b,E!

c0
~6 !~b,E!

,

Fl0

~6 !~x,E;b!5c0
~6 !~x,E;b!1o~1!, x→6`,

it follows that

Fl0

~6 !~x,E;b!5
Fl0

~6 !~x1b,E!

c0
~6 !~b,E!

. ~2.60!

So we can chooseb such thatc0
(6)(b,En)Þ0 andFl0

(6)(b,En)Þ0, and hence

Fl0

~6 !~0, En ;b!5
Fl0

~6 !~b,En!

c0
~6 !~b,En!

Þ0.

Furthermore, we have@cf. Ref. 24, Eqs.~3.37!–~3.38!#

f0~p,En ;b!5c0
~1 !~b,En!2f0~p,En!Þ0, ~2.61!

so that~2.9! and~2.22! are both satisfied for the shifted problem. SinceFl0

(6)(0, En)50, we have

Fl0

~6 !~x,En!5Fl0

~6 !8~0, En!fl0
~x,En!, ~2.62!

and so~2.59! can be written as

nn;bI l0,0~En ;b!5 ñnĨ l0,0~En!, ~2.63!

ñn5
uf0~p,En!uFl0

~1 !8~0,En!2

~11an
2!A2uD8~En!u

, Ĩ l0,0~En!5E
2`

`

W~x!fl0
~x,En!2dx. ~2.64!

Finally, we find an expression forI l0,1(En ;b)5(ṽl0 ,En ;b ,Rl0 ,En ;bvl0 ,En ;b) under the assump

tion that Ĩ l0,0(En)50, so that we can also determine the leading order term in the eigen

expansion whenĨ l0,0(En)50. By using~2.26! and Ĩ l0,0(En)505I l0,0(En ;b), we obtain
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I l0,1~En ;b!52E
2`

`

W~x1b!fl0
~x,En ;b!cl0

~1 !~x,En ;b!S E
x

`

W~y1b!cl0

~1 !~y,En ;b!2dyD dx.

~2.65!

Now using

fl0
~x,En ;b!5ul0

~b,En!fl0
~x1b,En!2fl0

~b,En!ul0
~x1b,En!, ~2.66!

along with ~2.60!, ~2.61!, ~2.62! for x5b, and Ĩ l0,0(En)50, we get

nn;bI l0,1~En ;b!5 ñnĨ l0,1~E!,

Ĩ l0,1~En!522E
2`

`

W~x!fl0
~x,En!ul0

~x,En!S E
x

`

W~y!fl0
~y,En!2dyD dx.

~2.67!

Case 2:f0(p,En)50(n>1): In place of~2.61! we now have@cf. Ref. 24, Eq.~3.37!#

f0~p,En ;b!52f0~b,En!2u08~p,En!, ~2.68!

and we see that by choosingb such thatf0(b,En)Þ0 we can make sure thatf0(p,En ;b)Þ0. The
exceptional case is now characterized by the property thatHl0

c5Enc has a unique~up to
constant factors! nontrivial solution. This is the same as saying that the shifted problem is ex
tional in the sense defined below Theorem 2.1. Assuming we are in the exceptional case, fol
Ref. 24 we introduce the solutions

hl0

~6 !~x,E!5
Fl0

~6 !~x,E!

m0
~6 !~E!

, ~2.69!

of Hl0
c5Ec, and note that

hl0

~6 !~x,En!5 lim
E→En

hl0

~6 !~x,E! ~2.70!

exist, and thathl0

(6)(x,En) represent bounded nontrivial solutions ofHl0
c5Enc. Moreover,

hl0

(1)(x,En)5bnhl0

(2)(x,En) for some constantbn , analogous to~2.12!, and h0
(6)(x,En)

5f0(x,En) if l050 andhl0

(6)(x,En)5f0(x,En)1o(1) asx→6` if l0.0. These asymptotics

follow from the integral equation thathl0

(6)(x,En) satisfy and which can be obtained from~2.69!

and ~2.10!:

hl0

~6 !~x,En!5f0~x,En!2l0E
x

6`

Ã0~x,y;En!W~y!hl0

~6 !~y,En!dy, ~2.71!

where Ã0(x,y;En)5f0(x,En)u0(y,En)2u0(x,En)f0(y,En). Note that Ã0(x,y;En)
5 limE→En

A0(x,y;E), whereA0(x,y;E) is defined in~2.11!, as can be seen by inserting~2.3! and

~2.4! in ~2.11!. Ã0(x,y;En) replaces the kernel in~2.20! which becomes formally undefine
becausef0(p,En)50. Sincec0

(6)(b,E)/m0
(6)(E)→f0(b,En) as E→En , by ~2.60!, ~2.69!, and

~2.70! we obtain

Fl0

~6 !~x,En ;b!5
hl0

~6 !~x1b,En!

f0~b,En!
, cl0

~1 !~x,En ;b!5
hl0

~1 !~x1b,En!

hl0

~1 !~b,En!
, ~2.72!

and hence

Fl0

~1 !~x,En ;b!5bnFl0

~2 !~x,En ;b!. ~2.73!
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Upon inserting~2.68!, ~2.72!, and~2.73! in ~2.59!, we find that

nn;bI l0,0~En ;b!5knJl0,0~En!, ~2.74!

kn5
uu08~p,En!u

~11bn
2!A2uD8~En!u

, Jl0,0~En!5E
2`

`

W~x!hl0

~1 !~x,En!2dx. ~2.75!

As in Case 1, by assumingJl0,0(En)50, we can obtain an expression for the produ
nn;bI l0,1(En ;b) which we state without a detailed derivation:

nn;bI l0,1~En ;b!5knJl0,1~En!, ~2.76!

Jl0,1~En!52E
2`

`

W~x!hl0
~x,En!hl0

~1 !~x,En!S E
x

`

W~y!hl0

~1 !~y,En!2dyD dx. ~2.77!

Here hl0
(x,En) is any solution ofHl0

c5Enc such that@hl0
(•,En);hl0

(•,En)#51. This con-
cludes our discussion of Case 2.

The expressions on the right-hand sides of~2.63! and~2.74! can be written in a common form
that involves an arbitrary bounded, nontrivial solutionc̃l0

(x,En) of Hl0
c5Enc. If f0(p,En)

Þ0, we have thatc̃l0
(x,En)5c̃6c0

(6)(x,En)1o(1) asx→6` for some nonzero constantsc̃6 .

Similarly, if f0(p,En)50, sincec̃l0
(x,En) is a multiple ofhl0

(1)(x,En), there are constantsc̃6

such thatc̃l0
(x,En)5c̃6f0(x,En)1o(1) asx→6`. If f0(p,En)Þ0, it follows that

nnI l0,0~En!, resp. ñnĨ l0,0~En!5
uf0~p,En!u

A2uD8~En!u
F *2`

` W~x!c̃l0
~x,En!2dx

c̃1
2 1c̃2

2 G , ~2.78!

and, if f0(p,En)50, then

knJl0,0~En!5
uu08~p,En!u

A2uD8~En!u
F *2`

` W~x!c̃l0
~x,En!2dx

c̃1
2 1c̃2

2 G . ~2.79!

Whenl050, the right-hand sides of~2.78! and~2.79! can be expressed in yet another form, o
that involves the effective mass. Recall@see Ref. 27 and~2.8!# that at the endpointEn the effective
massmn* is given by

mn* 5
uD8~En!u

p2 . ~2.80!

Furthermore, as a consequence of the variation of constants formula@see~2.3.7! and~2.3.9! in Ref.
28# we have

D8~En!55 2
1

2
f0~p,En!E

0

p

c0
~1 !~x,En!2dx, f0~p,En!Þ0,

1

2
u08~p,En!E

0

p

f0~x,En!2dx, f0~p,En!50

. ~2.81!

If l050, then c̃0(x,En)5c̃1c0
(1)(x,En) @resp., c̃0(x,En)5c̃1f0

(1)(x,En)# and c̃15c̃2 .
Therefore, from~2.78!–~2.81! it follows that

nnI 0,0~En!, ñnĨ 0,0~En!, resp. knJ0,0~En!5
Amn* p

&

F *2`
` W~x!c̃0~x,En!2dx

*0
pc̃0~x,En!2dx

G .
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In the next theorem we specialize some of the results contained in Lemma 2.10, Th
2.11, and Theorem 2.12 to the situations described in Cases 1 and 2. We confine ourselve
casesM50 andM51 @cf. ~2.54!#, where, in the present context, the caseM50 corresponds to
either Ĩ l0,0(En)Þ0 or Jl0,0(En)Þ0, and the caseM51 corresponds to eitherĨ l0,0(En)50 and

Ĩ l0,1(En)Þ0, or Jl0,0(En)50 andJl0,1(En)Þ0.
Theorem 2.14:Assume~H1!, WÞ0, andl>0.
~i! If Fl0

(6)(0,E0)50, thenl0.0, Ĩ l0,0(E0),0, and there exists a unique eigenvalue obey

AE02E~l!52 ñ0Ĩ l0,0~E0!~l2l0!1o~l2l0!, l↓l0 . ~2.82!

~ii ! Suppose that eitherf0(p,En)Þ0, n>1, l0.0, andFl0

(6)(0,En)50, or f0(p,En)50 and

l0 is an exceptional value. Also assume~H2! if M51. If M50 or 1, then Theorem 2.12 applie
with I l0 ,M(En) replaced byĨ l0 ,M(En) @resp.,Jl0 ,M(En)#, and the constantsnn replaced byñn

~resp.,kn).
~iii ! l0.0 is a c.c.th. atE0 if and only if l0 is an exceptional value. Ifl0.0 is a c.c.th. at

En with n>1, thenl0 is an exceptional value.

Proof: ~i! SinceF0
(6)(0,E0)51, it follows thatl0.0 and thatl0 is an exceptional value. The

rest follows from Lemma 2.10~i! and Theorem 2.11~ii ! by applying a shift and using~2.63!. ~ii !
follows from Theorem 2.12, along with~2.63!, ~2.67!, ~2.74!, and ~2.76!. The assertion in~iii !
concerningE0 is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.8 and 2.11, and, in Case 1, of~i! and ~ii !.
The statement concerningEn with n>1 has been proved in Theorem 2.8 whenf0(p,En)Þ0 and
Fl0

(6)(0,En)Þ0. If one of these restrictions is dropped, then the result follows by using a sh

above and following the proof of Theorem 2.8. Note that the Wronskian@Fl0

(1)(•,En ;b); Fl0

(2)

(•,En ;b)# is independent ofb by ~2.60! and ~2.72!. j

We remark that there are connections between some of our results concerning eige
absorption atE0 and earlier work by Gesztesy and Zhao.29 In Ref. 29 the concepts of criticality
subcriticality, and supercriticality were defined for general second order linear differential o
tors. Without going into details, we note that in our contextHl is critical if and only if l50 or
l5l0,min, where l0,min5min$l0:l0 is a c.c.th. atE0%. Moreover, assumingl0,min.0, Hl is
subcritical if 0,l,l0,min and supercritical ifl.l0,min. This follows ~after some arguments!
from Lemma 2.10 and Theorems 2.11 and 2.14 here, and Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.6
29. Also, Lemma 3.18 in Ref. 29 and our Lemma 2.10~i! correspond to each other~ignoring the
differences in the assumptions onV).

One may ask whether Lemma 2.10, Theorem 2.11, and Theorem 2.14@~i! and ~iii !# can be
extended to endpoints other thanE0 . It turns out that for compactly supportedW, under some
further assumptions on the location of the support ofW relative to the zeros of the bounde
~nontrivial! solution ofH0c5Enc, this is possible. The fact that zeros of solutions play a role
threshold problems has been noted earlier~see Ref. 10, Theorem 3.2! and in a related context in
Ref. 30~Theorem 8.2!.

Note that whenn>1, then any nontrivial solution ofH0c5Enc has infinitely many zeros. If
f0(p,En)Þ0, let zk , kPZ, denote the zeros ofc0

(1)(x,En) arranged in ascending order, i.e
¯,z21,z0,z1,¯ . Similarly, if f0(p,En)50, let hk denote the zeros off0(x,En) arranged
in ascending order.

Lemma 2.15:Assume~H1!, WÞ0, and n>1. Let l0>0 be an exceptional value at th
endpointEn .

~i! Supposef0(p,En)Þ0, l0.0, and suppW,@zk ,zk11# for some fixedkPZ. Then
I l0,0(En),0 @resp.,Ĩ l0,0(En),0 if Fl0

(6)(0,En)50#. If f0(p,En)50 and suppW,@hk ,hk11# for

some fixedkPZ, thenJl0,0(En),0.
~ii ! Suppose thatl050. If f0(p,En)Þ0 and

E
zk

zk11
W~x!c0

~1 !~x,En!2dx50, ~2.83!
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for all kPZ, thenI 0,0(En)50 andI 0,1(En).0.
If f0(p,En)50 and

E
hk

hk11
W~x!f0~x,En!2dx50,

for all kPZ, thenJ0,0(En)50 andJ0,1(En).0.
Proof: ~i! If f0(p,En)Þ0, we can mimic the proof of Lemma 2.10~i! except that the relevan

integrals now only involvexP@zk ,zk11#. As in ~2.47! and ~2.49! we now get

E
zk

zk11
W~x!Fl0

~1 !~x,En!2dx,0,

so that I l0,0(En),0, resp., Ĩ l0,0(En),0 @see ~2.62! and ~2.64!#. When f0(p,En)50, we use
~2.71!, the relation @u0(x,En)/f0(x,En)#8521/f0(x,En)2, and the analog of Lemma 2.2
namely, the fact that

E
hk

hk11
f0~x,En!W~x!hl0

~1 !~x,En!dx50,

to derive

Jl0,0~En!52l0E
hk

hk11 1

f0~x,En!2 S E
x

hk11
f0~y,En!W~y!hl0

~1 !~y,En!dyD 2

dx,0.

This proves~i!. Considering~ii !, it is obvious by summing over all intervals@zk ,zk11# that
I 0,0(En)50 @resp.,J0,0(En)50#. If f0(p,En)Þ0 and~2.83! holds, then~2.49! becomes

I 0,1~En!52(
kPZ

E
zk

zk11
W~x!c0

~1 !~x,En!f0~x,En!S E
x

zk11
W~y!c0

~1 !~y,En!2dyD dx.

Using @f0(x,En)/c0
(1)(x,En)#851/c0

(1)(x,En)2 on each interval@zk ,zk11#, along with an inte-
gration by parts, we obtain

I 0,1~En!5 (
kPZ

E
zk

zk11 1

c0
~1 !~x,En!2 S E

x

zk11
W~y!c0

~1 !~y,En!2dyD 2

dx.0. j

If f0(p,En)50, then we argue similarly by using~2.77! with l050, h0
(1)(x,En)5f0(x,En), and

@h0(x,En)/f0(x,En)#851/f0(x,En)2; thusJ0,1(En).0. j

Theorem 2.16:Suppose suppW,@zk ,zk11#, resp., suppW,@hk ,hk11# if f0(p,En)50, for
somekPZ andWÞ0. Then the following holds:

~i! l0.0 is a c.c.th. atEn if and only if l0 is an exceptional value. ThenI l0,0(En),0 @resp.,

Ĩ l0,0(En),0, resp.,Jl0,0(En),0# and the corresponding eigenvalue obeys~2.55! asl↑l0 , with
M50, if n is odd, and it obeys~2.57! asl↓l0 , with M50, if n is even.

~ii ! If n is even, thenl050 is a c.c.th. atEn if and only if I 0,0(En)<0 @resp.,J0,0(En)<0#.
The corresponding eigenvalue obeys~2.57! as l↓l0 , with M50, if I 0,0(En),0, and it obeys
~2.58! asl↓l0 andl↑l0 , with M51, if I 0,0(En)50.

~iii ! If n is odd, thenl050 is a c.c.th. atEn if and only if I 0,0(En).0 @resp.,J0,0(En).0#.
The corresponding eigenvalue obeys~2.55! asl↓l0 , with M50.

Proof: ~i! If n50, then the result has already been established in Theorem 2.14~iii ! together
with Theorem 2.11~ii ! and Theorem 2.14~i!. If n>1 andl0.0 is a c.c.th., then Theorem 2.14~iii !
implies thatl0 is an exceptional value. The converse follows from Lemma 2.15~i!, Theorem
2.14~ii !, and parts~i! and ~iv! of Theorem 2.12. Note that Lemma 2.15~i! implies I l0,0(En),0

@resp.,Ĩ l0,0(En),0, resp.,Jl0,0(En),0#, and soM50. This proves~i!. To prove~ii !, suppose that
l050 is a c.c.th. and thatI 0,0(En).0 @resp.,J0,0(En).0#. Then, by Theorem 2.12~iv!, an eigen-
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value converging toEn asl↓0 cannot exist. HenceI 0,0(En)<0 @resp.,J0,0(En)<0#. The converse
follows from Theorem 2.12~iv! if I 0,0(En),0 @resp., J0,0(En),0#, and from Lemma 2.15~ii !
combined with Theorem 2.12~v! if I 0,0(En)50 @resp.,J0,0(En)50#. In ~iii !, if I 0,0(En).0 @resp.,
J0,0(En).0#, thenl050 is a c.c.th. by Theorem 2.12~i!. Conversely, ifl050 is a c.c.th., then
necessarilyI 0,0(En)>0 @resp.,J0,0(En)>0#. However, if I 0,0(En)50 @resp.,J0,0(En)50#, then
Lemma 2.15~ii ! implies that we are in case~iii ! of Theorem 2.12 withM51. Hencel050 is not
a c.c.th. This is a contradiction and thusI 0,0(En).0 @resp.,J0,0(En).0#. j

Theorem 2.16~i! implies that, under the stated restrictions on the support ofW, at the right
endpoint of a gap an eigenvalue can only appear asl↑l01e; it cannot get absorbed asl↑l0 .
Similarly, at the left endpoint an eigenvalue can only get absorbed asl↑l0 ; there is no eigenvalue
near the endpoint forl slightly larger thanl0 .

Note that the pointszk ~resp.,hk) are the zeros of the unique~up to constant multiples!
bounded, nontrivial solution ofH0c5Enc. Let c̃0(x,En) denote any such solution. It turns ou
that if we assumeW to be non-negative, then the results of Theorem 2.16 can be strengthen
follows.

Theorem 2.17: Suppose that the support ofW lies between two consecutive zeros
c̃0(x,En) and thatW>0 (WÞ0). If n is even, then there are no c.c.th.’s atEn . If n is odd, then
l050 is the only c.c.th. atEn .

Proof: For any c.c.th.l0>0 we haveI l0,0(En).0 @resp.,Ĩ l0,0(En).0, resp.,Jl0,0(En).0#,

by ~2.45!, ~2.64!, ~2.75!, and the assumption onW. Now the assertions follow from Theorem
2.16. j

The final theorem of this section tells us what happens ifW satisfies the support condition o
Theorem 2.17 at both endpoints of a gap.

Theorem 2.18:Suppose that at each endpoint of the gap (En ,En11) (n odd! the support ofW
satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.17, and thatW>0 (WÞ0). Then there is a unique eigenvalu
E(l) such that liml↓0 E(l)5En , E(l) is strictly increasing forl.0, liml↑` E(l)5E` exists,
andE`P(En ,En11#.

Proof: By Theorem 2.17,l050 is the only c.c.th. atEn . Moreover, by perturbation theory
sinceW is non-negative~and nontrivial!, E8(l).0 for l.0. Furthermore, the eigenvalue cann
get absorbed atEn11 by Theorem 2.17. ThusE(l) has to converge to a limit asl→1`, and this
limit must lie in (En ,En11# ~it may be the pointEn11). j

Theorem 2.18 describes the situation where an eigenvalueE(l) is ‘‘trapped.’’ The trapping
phenomenon has been discussed in detail, and in greater generality, in Ref. 13. There, a
pretation ofE` as a Dirichlet eigenvalue ofH0 on R\suppW was given. Theorems 2.17 and 2.1
also fit together with more general results obtained in Ref. 11~see, e.g., Corollary 3.2! which, in
the present context, imply that the number of c.c.th.’s at a left endpoint of a gap is always
providedW has compact support and is non-negative. Some further results along these lin
appear elsewhere.

III. ONE DIMENSION: FURTHER RESULTS AND SPECIAL CASES

In this section we discuss some special aspects of the results of Section II and we estab
connection with related results that have appeared in the literature.

In Lemma 2.10~ii ! and Lemma 2.15~ii !, we were able to conclude thatI l0,1(En).0 provided

that I l0,0(En)50. So it is natural to ask whether it is possible thatI l0,0(En)5I l0,1(En)50 (W

Þ0, of course!. As the following example shows the answer is in the affirmative, at least w
l050. We give the construction for the case whenf0(p,En)Þ0, but it will be obvious that
similar examples can be constructed iff0(p,En)50, showing thatJ0,0(En)5J0,1(En)50 is pos-
sible. The construction of an example withl0.0 will not be attempted here. Suppose thatV is
even andW is odd. Thenc0

(1)(x,En) is even, in factc0
(1)(x,En)5u0(x,En), f0(x,En) is odd,

and henceI 0,0(En)50 by symmetry and~2.45!. Furthermore, symmetry implies thatI 0,j (En)50
for j even. Consider now a specificW of the form
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W~x!5H 1, xP@c,c1e#,

21, xP@2c2e,2c#,

0, otherwise,

wherec.0 ande.0 are parameters. The functionh(x)5*x
`W(y)c0

(1)(y,En)2dy is even and
non-negative. Hence, by symmetry, we can write~2.49! as

I 0,1~En!54E
c

c1e

W~x!c0
~1 !~x,En!f0~x,En!S E

x

c1e

W~y!c0
~1 !~y,En!2dyD dx. ~3.1!

Now let z1 denote the smallest positive zero ofc0
(1)(x,En) and leth1 denote the smallest positiv

zero of f0(x,En). Then z1,h1 by the interlacing property of zeros. On (0,z1) we have
c0

(1)(x,En).0 andf0(x,En).0, and on (z1 ,h1) we havec0
(1)(x,En),0 andf0(x,En).0. Let

e,min$z1/2,(h12z1)/2% and choosec5z1/2. ThenI 0,1(En).0. On the other hand, choosingc
5(z11h1)/2 we getI 0,1(En),0. So if we varyc from z1/2 to (z11h1)/2, then there exists a
valuec for which I 0,1(En)50. HenceI 0,0(En)5I 0,1(En)50 for this value ofc. From the above
argument we also see that for every sufficiently smalle.0 there is ac5c(e) such that
I 0,1(En)50 and thatc(e)→z1 ase→0. The asymptotic behavior of the functionc(e) ase→0 can
be obtained by expanding the right-hand side of~3.1! in powers ofe andc2z1 using the approxi-

mations c0
(1)(x,En)5c0

(1)8(z1 ,En)(x2z1)1o(x2z1) and f0(x,En)5f0(z1 ,En)1o(1), and
setting I 0,1(En)50. Introducing variablesr and w such thatc2z15r cosw and e5r sinw, it
follows that

I 0,1~En!5
@c0

~1 !8~z1 ,En!#3f0~z1 ,En!

15
•r 5f ~w!sin2 w1o~r 5!,

f ~w!530 cosw117 sinw111 sin 3w.

The relevant zero off (w) is w051.96784... which givesc(e)5z11e cotw01o(e), where
cotw0520.41932... . Soc(e),z1 andc(e)1e.z1 as it should be, since the support ofW must
contain the pointz1 in its interior. We have already mentioned thatI 0,2(En)50 by symmetry. We
want to show thatI 0,3(En),0 for e small andc5c(e). This follows by writing

I 0,3~En!54E
c

c1e

f0~x,En!u~x,En!S E
x

c1e

c0
~1 !~y,En!u~y,En!dyD dx,

whereu(x,En)5@G0
DWc0

(1)#(x,En), and expanding the right-hand side as in the case ofI 0,1(En).
The result is

I 0,3~En!5
@c0

~1 !8~z1 ,En!#5f0~z1 ,En!3

11340
•r 9g~w!sin4 w1o~r 9!,

g(w)526838 cosw21386 cos 3w22772 cos 5w116556 sinw115383 sin 3w11067 sin 5w.

Since g(w0)59.31172....0, c0
(1)8(z1 ,En),0, and f0(z1 ,En).0, we conclude that

I 0,3(En),0 for small enoughr , resp., small enoughe(r ,e.0). By Theorem 2.12, ifn is odd,
then there is an eigenvalue obeying~2.56! with l050 and M53, i.e., AE(l)2En

52nnI 0,3(En)l41o(l4) asl↓0. On the other hand, ifn is even, then case~vi! of Theorem 2.12
occurs and there is no eigenvalue approaching zero asl0↓0 ~or asl0↑0).

Next we specialize Theorems 2.11 and 2.12 and compare them with some known results
literature. Suppose thatVÞ0, so thatE050 and @0,̀ ! is the only band. If~H1! holds and
*2`

` W(x)dx<0, thenl050 is a c.c.th. and~2.51! reduces to

A2E~l!52
l

2 E
2`

`

W~x!dx2
l2

4 E
2`

`

W~x!ux2yuW~y!dxdy1o~l2!, l↓0, ~3.2!
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which is a well-known result.1,4,5 If l0.0, we can compare our results with a result in Ref.
~Theorem 3.2!, although the operators considered there were of a somewhat different
namely,2d2/dx21V1lW with V,WPC0

`(R), and the method used there was also different.
simplicity we setV50 and assume thatl0.0 is a c.c.th. forHl52d2/dx21lW at E050. In
accordance with the notation established above~2.78!, we let c̃l0

(x,0) be any bounded nontrivia

solution ofHl0
c50. Then the limits limx→6` c̃l0

(x,0)5c̃6 exist and are nonzero. Using~2.78!
and the appropriate expansion forE(l) @~2.52!, ~2.82!, or Theorem 2.14~ii !# gives

E~l!52F *2`
` W~x!c̃l0

~x,0!2dx

c̃1
2 1c̃2

2 G 2

~l2l0!21o~@l2l0#2!, l↓l0 . ~3.3!

This result agrees with~3.8! in Ref. 10. Furthermore,~3.3! is easily extended to the caseVÞ0
with V andW obeying~2.1! and ~H1!, respectively. The problem whereV(x)5 l 6 /x2 for large
6x, with constantsl 6 , was studied recently by Engla¨nder and Pinsky.31

Our results extend to the case whenV andW contain delta functions. To be specific, suppo
that W(x)56d(x2x0) and thatV still obeys ~2.1!. We show how this example fits into th
context of the present paper. We give details only for the caseW(x)51d(x2x0). Suppose that
E is an eigenvalue ofHl in a certain gap with eigenfunctionc̃l(x,E). Then we can assume tha
c̃l(x,E)5c0

(1)(x,E) for x.x0 and c̃l(x,E)5cc0
(2)(x,En) for x,x0 with some constantc. At

x0 , the following matching conditions are satisfied:

c0
~1 !~x0 ,E!5cc0

~2 !~x0 ,E!, c0
~1 !8~x0 ,E!2cc0

~2 !8~x0 ,E!5lc0
~1 !~x0 ,E!. ~3.4!

It is immediately clear thatE can be an eigenvalue only whenc0
(6)(x0 ,E)Þ0. The equation

determining the eigenvalues follows from~3.4! and ~2.29!:

lc0
~1 !~x0 ,E!c0

~2 !~x0 ,E!52
1

d0~E!
. ~3.5!

This equation is equivalent to~2.33! with l050 as can be seen by insertingW in ~2.44! which
gives

I 0,j~E!5H f0~x0 ,E! jc0
~1 !~x0 ,E! j 12,

~21! jf0~x0 ,E! jc0
~2 !~x0 ,E! j 12,

x0>0,
x0,0. ~3.6!

Summing the geometric series in~2.33! yields

lc0
~1 !~x0 ,E!2

11lf0~x0 ,E!c0
~1 !~x0 ,E!

52
1

d0~E!
, x0>0, ~3.7!

lc0
~2 !~x0 ,E!2

12lf0~x0 ,E!c0
~2 !~x0 ,E!

52
1

d0~E!
, x0,0. ~3.8!

With the help of~A1! ~see the Appendix! it is easy to see that~3.7! and ~3.8! are equivalent to
~3.5!. If f0(p,En)Þ0 and l0 is a c.c.th., then from~2.3!, ~2.38!, and ~3.5! we conclude that
l0c0

(1)(x0 ,En)250, so l050 or c0
(1)(x0 ,En)50. In the latter case we havec0

(6)(x0 ,E)
5O(m) asE→En . So, in view of~2.38! this means that in the limitm→0 the two sides of~3.5!
are incompatible regardless of what c.c.th.l is converging to. Thus, ifc0

(1)(x0 ,En)50, then~3.5!
has no solutionE(l) such thatE(l)→En and so there are no c.c.th.’s in this case. This is
agreement with case~v! of Lemma 2.6, since then, by~3.6!, I 0,j (En)50 for all j . If
c0

(1)(x0 ,En)Þ0, thenl050 is the only c.c.th. Further analysis then shows thatn has to be odd,
which is in agreement with the fact thatW is non-negative, and that~2.55! applies withM50 and
I 0,0(En)5c0

(1)(x0 ,En)2. The casef0(p,En)50 andc0
(1)(x0 ,En)50, can be handled similarly

or by a shift as in Section II. The result is thatl050 is the sole c.c.th. providedf0(x0 ,En)Þ0
andn is odd. Then Theorem 2.14~ii ! applies. In sum we see that atEn with n odd an eigenvalue
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enters the gap asl↑l1e if and only if x0 does not coincide with a zero of the bounded solut
of H0c5Enc. An analogous result holds whenW(x)52d(x2x0) andn is even. Without going
into detail we mention that the above results can be further specialized by takingH0 to be a
Kronig-Penney Hamiltonian of the formV(x)5(m52`

` d(x2@2m21#a), with a.0, so that
p52a. The reader is referred to Ref. 32 for detailed information about such Hamiltonians. T
rems 2.6.4–2.6.6~Section III.2.6! of Ref. 32 deal with the existence of eigenvalues whenW
represents a substitutional or interstitial delta-type impurity and those results are direct
quences of the results presented above.

IV. TWO DIMENSIONS

In two dimensions we assume thatV is given by

V~x!5V~1!~x1!1V~2!~x2!, x5~x1 ,x2!, ~4.1!

with V( j ) real-valued,V( j )PLloc
1 (R), and

V~ j !~xj1pj !5V~ j !~xj !, pj.0, j 51,2. ~4.2!

Moreover,W is real-valued and satisfies

E
R2

uW~x!u11gd2x,`, E
R2

uW~x!u~11uxu!gd2x,`, ~4.3!

for someg.0. Here and below the symbolu u denotes the Euclidean norm inRn. The assump-
tions ~4.1!–~4.2! guarantee thatV is relatively2D-form bounded with relative bound zero so th
H052D1V can be defined by the method of forms. This follows from the corresponding
dimensional result. Alternatively,H0 is the unique self-adjoint extension of the minimal opera
H0,min5H0,min

(1)
^I1I ^ H0,min

(2) , where H0,min
(j) is the minimal operator associated with the on

dimensional operator,

H0
~ j !52

d2

dxj
2 1V~ j !~xj !,

on L2(R). Since eachH0,min
(j) is essentially self-adjoint,H0,min is also essentially self-adjoint~Ref.

33, Theorem 8.33!, and so H05H0,min. The conditions ~4.3! imply1 that uWu1/2(2D
11)21uWu1/2 is Hilbert–Schmidt. HenceuWu1/2(2D11)21/2PT 4 , whereT p (1<p<`) denotes
the usual trace ideals.34 Let E, infs(H0). Since (2D11)1/2(H02E)21/2 is bounded, we con-
clude that uWu1/2(H02E)21/25@ uWu1/2(2D11)21/2#@(2D11)1/2(H02E)21/2#PT 4 . Thus
uWu1/2(H02E)21uWu1/2 is Hilbert–Schmidt, and soW is a relatively form compact perturbation o
H0 .

The spectrum ofH0 coincides with the set

ø
n,m50

`

$En
~1!~u1!1Em

~2!~u2!:u1P@0,2p#,u2P@0,2p#%, ~4.4!

where En
( j )(u j ), n50,1,2,..., are the eigenvalues, arranged in increasing order, of the sp

problem

H0
~ j !~u j !f5F2

d2

dxj
2 1V~ j !~xj !Gf5Ef, j 51,2,

~4.5!

f~pj !5eiu jf~0!, f8~pj !5eiu jf8~0!, u jP@0,2p#.

The spectrum ofH0
( j ) consists of the bands@E0

( j )(0),E0
( j )(p)#, @E1

( j )(p),E1
( j )(0)#, etc. The sums

En
(1)(u1)1Em

(2)(u2) (n,m50,1,...) are the eigenvalues of the closure of the operatorH0
(1)(u1)

^ I1I ^ H0
(2)(u2), and the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions are products of the
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cn
(1)(x1 ,u1)cm

(2)(x2 ,u2), wherecn
( j )(xj ,u j ) is the normalized eigenfunction for the eigenval

problem~4.5!. We extend these eigenfunctions to all ofR by using the boundary conditions i
~4.5!. We also note that

cn
~ j !~x,u j !5cn

~ j !~x,2p2u j !, ~4.6!

En
~ j !~2p2u j !5En

~ j !~u j !, ~4.7!

and that forn even~resp.,n odd! the functionsEn
( j )(u j ) are strictly monotone increasing~resp.,

decreasing! on @0,p# ~Ref. 20, Theorem XIII.89!. Moreover, near the edges of a gap ins(H0
( j )) we

have@cf. ~2.8!#

En
~ j !~u j !5En

~ j !~0!1cn
~ j !u j

21O~u j
4!, u j→0, ~4.8!

En
~ j !~u j !5En

~ j !~p!1dn
~ j !~u j2p!21O~@u j2p#4!, u j→p, ~4.9!

where (21)ncn
( j ).0 and (21)ndn

( j ),0. Without loss of generality we may assume that

E0
~1!~0!5E0

~2!~0!50, ~4.10!

so that the first spectral band is given by@0, E0
(1)(p)1E0

(2)(p)#. We first consider absorption o
an eigenvalue at the bottom of the spectrum, that is, at energy zero. For the Birman–Sch
kernel we useK0,E as defined in~1.3!, but to simplify the notation we omit the subscript 0 and ju
write KE . For any intervalD, let PD denote the corresponding spectral projection forH0 . We first
decomposeKE as follows: Pickd.0 and write

KE5KE
@0,d#1KE

~d,`! , ~4.11!
where

KE
@0,d#5W1/2P@0,d#~H02E!21P@0,d#uWu1/2, ~4.12!

KE
~d,`!5W1/2P~d,`!~H02E!21P~d,`!uWu1/2. ~4.13!

Lemma 4.1:If E,0 andd.0, thenKE
(d,`) is Hilbert–Schmidt and has an analytic continu

tion in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm to a complex neighborhood ofE50.
Proof: For E,0 write KE

(d,`)5ABC with A5W1/2(H011)21/2, B5P(d,`)(H011)1/2(H0

2E)21(H011)1/2P(d,`), and C5(H011)21/2uWu1/2. Then A and C both lie in T 4 and B is
norm-analytic nearE50. Hence the productABC is analytic in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm forE
near 0. j

In order to analyze the operatorKE
@0,d# in ~4.12! we use the representation of Ref. 20~see

Theorem XIII.98! which allows us to express the integral kernel ofKE
@0,d# as

KE
@0,d#~x,y!5W~x!1/2E

Dd

Fc0
~1!~x1 ,u1!c0

~2!~x2 ,u2!c0
~1!~y1 ,u1!c0

~2!~y2 ,u2!

E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!2E

d2u

~2p!2G uW~y!u1/2,

~4.14!
whereu5(u1 ,u2) and

Dd5$uP@0,2p#2:E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!<d%. ~4.15!

Let

S~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;u!5c0
~1!~x1 ,u1!c0

~2!~x2 ,u2!c0
~1!~y1 ,u1!c0

~2!~y2 ,u2!, ~4.16!

G~x,y;u!5S~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;u!1S~y1 ,x2 ,x1 ,y2 ;u!1S~x1 ,y2 ,y1 ,x2 ;u!1S~y1 ,y2 ,x1 ,x2 ;u!,

~4.17!
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H~x,y;u!5G~x,y;u!2G~x,y;0!. ~4.18!

Note that becausec0
( j )(xj ,0) is real, we have

G~x,y;0!54c0
~1!~x1,0!c0

~2!~x2,0!c0
~1!~y1,0!c0

~2!~y2,0!. ~4.19!

Moreover,G(x,y;u) can be written as

G~x,y;u!54@Re~c0
~1!~x1 ,u1!!Re~c0

~1!~y1 ,u1!!1Im~c0
~1!~x1 ,u1!!Im~c0

~1!~y1 ,u1!!#

3@Re~c0
~2!~x2 ,u2!!Re~c0

~2!~y2 ,u2!!1Im~c0
~2!~x2 ,u2!!Im~c0

~2!~y2 ,u2!!#.

~4.20!

Lemma 4.2:For d small enough,KE
@0,d# can be decomposed as

KE
@0,d#5b~E;d!L1RE

@0,d#, ~4.21!

where

b~E;d!5
1

p2 E
Ed

d2u

E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!2E
,

Ed5$uP@0,p#2:E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!<d%,

L•5v~ṽ,• !,

v~x!5W~x!1/2c0
~1!~x1,0!c0

~2!~x2,0!, ṽ5v sgnW, ~4.22!

andRE
@0,d# is the integral operator with kernel

RE
@0,d#~x,y!5W~x!1/2F E

Ed

H~x,y;u!

E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!2E

d2u

~2p!2G uW~y!u1/2. ~4.23!

Proof: We first notice that ford sufficiently small, the setDd in ~4.15! consists of four disjoint
pieces which are located near the corners of the square@0,2p#2. The setEd is that portion ofDd

which contains the origin. By using~4.6!, ~4.7!, ~4.16!, and~4.17!, we can reduce the integral ove
Dd to one overEd , so that~4.14! becomes

KE
@0,d#~x,y!5W~x!1/2F E

Ed

G~x,y;u!

E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!2E

d2u

~2p!2G uW~y!u1/2. ~4.24!

Inserting G(x,y;u)5G(x,y;0)1H(x,y;u) in ~4.24! and using~4.19! yields ~4.21!. Note that
~4.3! implies vPL2(R2) so thatL is a rank-one operator onL2(R2). j

Theorem 4.3:For 2d,E,0 with d.0 sufficiently small we have the convergent expans

b~E;d!52
1

2p2 S (
m50

`

a2mEmD ln~2E!1
1

2p2 S (
m50

`

a2mEmD ln~d2E!

1
1

2p2 (
k51

`

d2kS (
m5k

`
a2mdm11

m2k11DEk21, ~4.25!

with suitable coefficientsa2m ~to be defined below!.
Proof: Define new variablesv1 andv2 (v1 ,v2>0) by

v15AE0
~1!~u1!, v25AE0

~2!~u2!. ~4.26!

For sufficiently smallv1 andv2 the inverse functions
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u15h1~v1!, u25h2~v2!, ~4.27!

exist and, by~4.8! and~4.10!, are odd, analytic functions ofv1 andv2 , respectively. By means o
the polar coordinates

r 5Av1
21v2

2, v15r cosw, v25r sin w,

we can expressb(E;d) as

b~E;d!5
1

p2 E
0

AdE
0

p/2 h18~r cosw!h28~r sin w!

r 22E
rdrdw5

1

p2 E
0

Ad u~r !r

r 22E
dr, ~4.28!

u~r !5E
0

p/2

h18~r cosw!h28~r sin w!dw. ~4.29!

The functionsh18(r cosw) and h28(r sinw) are even functions ofr and henceu(r ) can be ex-
panded as

u~r !5 (
m50

`

a2mr 2m, ~4.30!

for r ,r 0 , where r 0.0 is less than the minimum of the radii of convergence forh1 and h2 .
Inserting~4.30! in ~4.28! gives

b~E;d!5
1

p2 (
m50

`

a2mI m~E;d!,

I m~E;d!5E
0

Ad r 2m11

r 22E
dr, m50,1,2,... . ~4.31!

Then

I 0~E;d!52 1
2 ln~2E!1 1

2 ln~d2E!,

and I m(E;d) is given recursively by

I m~E;d!2EIm21~E;d!5
dm

2m
, m51,2,... .

Thus

I m~E;d!52
1

2
Em ln~2E!1

1

2
Em ln~d2E!1

1

2 (
k51

m
dm2k11

m2k11
Ek21, ~4.32!

as can be verified by induction onm or, alternately, by differentiation with respect tod. Inserting
~4.32! in ~4.31! yields ~4.25!. It is easy to see that choosingd,r 0

2 ensures convergence of th
various series on the right-hand side of~4.25! for 2d,E,0. j

From ~4.25! we infer that

b~E;d!52
a0

2p2 ln~2E!1c~d!2
a2

2p2 E ln~2E!1O~E!,

where

c~d!5
1

2p2 Fa0 ln d1 (
m51

`
a2mdm

m G .
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By using~4.8!, ~4.26!, and~4.27!, we findhj8(0)51/Ac0
( j ) ( j 51,2) and thus, by~4.29! and~4.30!,

a05
p

2Ac0
~1!c0

~2!
. ~4.33!

We let

RE;d5RE
@0,d#1KE

~d,`!5KE2b~E;d!L, ~4.34!

and define the operatorME by

KE52
a0

2p2 ln~2E!L1ME , ~4.35!

so that

ME5Fc~d!2
a2

2p2 E ln~2E!1O~E!GL1RE;d . ~4.36!

We now study the behavior ofME asE→0. Note that, by~4.35!, ME is independent ofd. Also,
note that the representation~4.35! is of the form ~1.5! with N51, l050, d0;1(E)
52a0 /(2p2), v0,E;15v as given by~4.22!, andR0,E5ME . We remark that for two-dimensiona
perturbed periodic Schro¨dinger operators it has been noted earlier35 that the Birman-Schwinge
kernel diverges asE↑0, and this fact has been discussed in connection with the criticality of
operators.

Lemma 4.4:For everyaP(0,1# andu j>0 sufficiently small there is a constantCj such that

uc0
~ j !~xj ,u j !2c0

~ j !~xj , 0!u<Cj ~11uxj u!au j
a , j 51,2. ~4.37!

Proof: Let c0
( j ,1)(xj ,E0

( j )(u j )) denote the solutions defined in~2.7! associated with the po
tential V( j ) for E5E0

( j )(u j ). Thus

c0
~ j !~xj ,u j !5

c0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0

~ j !~u j !!

N0
~ j ,1 !~u j !

5
eiu j xj /pjj0

~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0
~ j !~u j !!

N0
~ j ,1 !~u j !

, ~4.38!

where

N0
~ j ,1 !~u j !5S E

0

pj
uj0

~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0
~ j !~u j !!u2dxj D 1/2

. ~4.39!

Recall that the functionsc0
( j )(xj ,u j ) are normalized over one period. In the following estimatesC̃j

denotes a suitable constant. Similarly to~i! and ~iv! of Lemma 2.3 we have

uc0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0

~ j !~u j !!u<C̃j

and thus

uc0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0

~ j !~u j !!2c0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,0!u<2C̃j .

Moreover,

uċ0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0

~ j !~u j !!u<C̃j~11uxj u!,

where now the dot denotes differentiation with respect tou j . Therefore,

uc0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0

~ j !~u j !!2c0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,0!u<C̃ju j~11uxj u!

and hence, by interpolation,
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uc0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,E0

~ j !~u j !!2c0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,0!u<212aC̃ju j

a~11uxj u!a

for any aP(0,1#. Furthermore,

uN0
~ j ,1 !~u j !2N0

~ j ,1 !~0!u5O~u j !

by ~4.39!. Now ~4.37! follows from ~4.38!. j

Theorem 4.5: There is a Hilbert–Schmidt operatorM0 and b.0 such thatiME2M0iH.S.

5O(uEub) asE↑0.
Proof: In view of Lemma 4.1,~4.34!, and~4.36!, it suffices to show thatRE

@0,d# converges in
Hilbert–Schmidt norm to a limitR0

@0,d# asE↑0, and thatiRE
@0,d#2R0

@0,d#iH.S.5O(uEub). We write

H~x,y;u!5@S~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;u!2c0
~1!~x1,0!c0

~2!~x2,0!c0
~1!~y1,0!c0

~2!~y2,0!#1•••, ~4.40!

where the right-hand side consists of four obvious terms coming from subtracting~4.19! from
~4.17!. Each of these terms can again be written as a sum of four terms, namely

S~x1 ,x2 ,y1 ,y2 ;u!2c0
~1!~x1,0!c0

~2!~x2,0!c0
~1!~y1,0!c0

~2!~y2,0!

5@c0
~1!~x1 ,u1!2c0

~1!~x1,0!#c0
~2!~x2 ,u2!c0

~1!~y1 ,u1!c0
~2!~y2 ,u2!1•••, ~4.41!

where it is clear how the right-hand side is obtained. Applying Lemma 4.4 to each term o
right-hand side of~4.41! and then using the result in~4.40! gives

uH~x,y;u!u<C~11uxu!a~11uyu!auuua, aP~0,1#. ~4.42!

Substituting~4.42! in ~4.23! leads tou-integrals that are bounded independently ofE, since by
using polar coordinates~ignoring irrelevant factors! we have

E
Ed

uuua

E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!2E
d2u<CE

0

Ad r a11

r 22E
dr<C

da/2

a
.

Consequently,

uRE
@0,d#~x,y!u<CuW~x!u1/2~11uxu!a~11uyu!auW~y!u1/2. ~4.43!

So if we takea so that 0,a<min$1,g/2%, whereg is the constant in~4.3!, then~4.43! provides
us with the required uniform bound onuRE

@0,d#(x,y)u that allows us to conclude, as in the proof
Lemma 2.4~ii !, that RE

@0,d#→R0
@0,d# in Hilbert–Schmidt norm asE↑0. Taking the derivative of

RE
@0,d# with respect toE and using the estimate

E
Ed

uuua

@E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!2E#2 d2u<CE
0

Ad r a11

~r 22E!2 dr<CuEu211a/2E
0

` ua11

~u211!2 du,

we get

UdRE
@0,d#

dE
~x,y!U<CuEu211a/2uW~x!u1/2~11uxu!a~11uyu!auW~y!u1/2. ~4.44!

Thus an integration givesiRE
@0,d#2R0

@0,d#iH.S.5O(uEua/2), and so we can choose anyb
<min$1/2,g/4% to reach the conclusion of the theorem. j

According to~1.8! and ~4.35! the equation for the bound state reads

l~ṽ,@11lME#21v!5
2p2

a0 ln~2E!
, ~4.45!

and we are looking for solutions obeyingE(l)↑0 asl↓0. Since foruEu small, the right-hand side
of ~4.45! is negative, such solutions can exist only if
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~ṽ,v!5E
R2

W~x!c0
~1!~x1,0!2c0

~2!~x2,0!2d2x<0.

The next lemma is the analog of Lemma 2.10~ii ! in two dimensions.
Lemma 4.6:If ( ṽ,v)50 andWÞ0, then (ṽ,M0v).0.
Proof: (ṽ,v)50 is equivalent toLv50, and so, by~4.35! and Theorem 4.5,

lim
E↑0

~ṽ,KEv!5~ṽ,M0v!. ~4.46!

Let

K̂E5~sgnW!KE5uWu1/2~H02E!21uWu1/2, E,0.

Then K̂E is an increasing family of positive self-adjoint operators. So

~ṽ,KEv!5~v,K̂Ev!>0,

and hence, by~4.46!, (ṽ,M0v)>0. Furthermore, by~4.46!, (ṽ,M0v)50 implies (v,K̂Ev)50
for all E,0. So (H02E)21/2uWu1/2v50 for all E,0; in particular,

~H011!21/2uWu1/2v50, ~4.47!

and thusuWu1/2v50. SinceuWu1/2v is generally not inL2(R2), the last conclusion requires a
explanation. If we consider the scale of Hilbert spacesH11,L2(R2),H21 , where H11

5D(@H011#1/2) with the normi f i115i(H011)1/2f i and H21 is the completion ofL2(R) in
the normi f i215i(H011)21/2f i , then uWu1/2vPH21 . Moreover, (H011)21/2 mapsH21 to
L2(R2) and has a trivial kernel. SinceH011 and 2D11 have the same form domain, o
equivalently, by multiplying~4.47! from the left by (2D11)21/2(H011)1/2, we conclude that
(2D11)21/2uWu1/2v50. Then, by using a Fourier transform, we obtainW(x)50, a.e. Since this
is not the case, (ṽ,M0v).0. j

In the next theorem,E0(l) denotes the lowest eigenvalue~ground state! of Hl . Moreover,a0

is the constant defined in~4.33! andb is as in Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 4.7: Assume~4.1!–~4.3!. Then there is an eigenvalueE0(l) of Hl satisfying the

following:
~i! E0(l) is simple and the only eigenvalue converging to zero asl↓0.
~ii ! If ( ṽ,v),0, then

E0~l!52e2h1~l!@11O~e2r1 /l!#, l↓0, ~4.48!

wherer152p2g21ba0
21 and

h1~l!5
2p2

a0
Fg21

l
1g01 (

n51

`

gnlnG ,

g2152
1

~ṽ,v!
, g052

~ṽ,M0v!

~ṽ,v!2 , ~4.49!

with the series in~4.49! being convergent forl small enough.
~iii ! If ( ṽ,v)50, then

E0~l!52e2h2~l!@11O~l22e2r2 /l2
!#, l↓0, ~4.50!

wherer2 is any constant such that 0,r2,2p2n22ba0
21, and

h2~l!5
2p2

a0
Fn22

l2 1
n21

l
1n01 (

n51

`

nnlnG ,
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n225
1

~ṽ,M0v!
, n215

~ṽ,M0
2v!

~ṽ,M0v!2 , n05
~ṽ,M0

2v!2

~ṽ,M0v!32
~ṽ,M0

3v!

~ṽ,M0v!2 . ~4.51!

~iv! If ( ṽ,v).0, thenl0 is not a c.c.th.

We remark that in the caseVÞ0 the coefficientsg21 , g0 , n22 , n21 , andn0 reduce to those
given by Holden.2

Proof: ~i! The existence and uniqueness ofE0(l) are obvious if we recall the approach bas
on eigenvalue perturbation theory.1,3 However, for later use it is useful to have an independ
argument based solely on~4.45!. First, existence is obvious from~4.45!, Theorem 4.5, and the
intermediate value theorem. Uniqueness follows by taking the derivative with respectE
and showing that@d/dE#(ṽ,@11lME#21v)5O(uEu)211a/2 as E↑0, uniformly in l, with
0,a<min$1,g/2%. This follows from ~4.44!, which remains valid if we replaceRE

@0,d# by ME ,
and estimates similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 2.5. The restriction ona comes from
the fact that the integral*R2(11uxu)2auW(x)ud2x must be finite. Further details are omitted. Sin
the derivative of the right-hand side of~4.45! is equal to 2p2a0

21E21@ ln(2E)#22, and thus domi-
nates for smallE, uniqueness follows.

To prove~ii ! note that, by~4.45!,

ln~2E!52
2p2

a0
Fg21

l
1g01o~1!G , ~4.52!

and so, by Theorem 4.5,

i~11lME!212~11lM0!21iH.S.<C1luEub<C2le2r1 /l, ~4.53!

wherer152p2g21ba0
21. Hence we can write~4.45! as

l~ṽ,~11lM0!21v!1O~l2e2r1 /l!5
2p2

a0 ln~2E!
. ~4.54!

Let

h1~l!52
2p2

a0

1

l~ṽ,@11lM0#21v!
. ~4.55!

Then ~4.48! and ~4.49! follow from ~4.54! and ~4.55! by expanding (11lM0)21.
The proof of~iii ! is similar. Instead of~4.52! we now have

ln~2E!52
2p2

a0
Fn22

l2 1
n21

l
1n01o~1!G ,

and thus

i~11lME!212~11lM0!21i<C1luEub<C2le2r2 /l2
,

with 0,r2,2p2n22ba0
21, taking into account the possibility thatn21 may be negative. Since

(ṽ,v)50, the functionh1(l) can be rewritten as

h2~l!5
2p2

a0

1

l2~ṽ,M0@11lM0#21v!
.

Expanding the denominator leads to~4.51!. In place of~4.54! we have from~4.45!,

2l2~ṽ,M0@11lM0#21v!1O~l2e2r2 /l2
!5

2p2

a0 ln~2E!
. ~4.56!

So, by solving~4.56! for E and puttingE5E0(l), we obtain~4.50!.
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Conclusion~iv! is obvious from~4.45! because the two sides have opposite signs whenl and
E are small. j

If we assume

E
R2

ecuxuuW~x!ud2x,`, c.0, ~4.57!

thenE0(l) has a convergent expansion in terms of quantities containing factors of the forme2d/l

(d.0) and powers ofl. First, note that from~2.3!, ~2.4!, and ~2.7!, it follows that the normal-
ization constantsN0

( j ,1)(u j ) ( j 51,2) in ~4.39!, originally defined for realu j , can be analytically
continued to a complex neighborhood of zero and thatN0

( j ,1)(u j ) are even functions ofu j .
Consequently, the real part ofc0

( j )(xj ,u j ) is an even function ofu j and the imaginary part is an

odd function ofu j . Thus there is aũ.0 such that foruu j u, ũ ( j 51,2) we have the convergen
expansions

c0
~ j !~xj ,u j !5a0

~ j !~xj !1 ib1
~ j !~xj !u j1a2

~ j !~xj !u j
21 ib3

~ j !~xj !u j
31..., ~4.58!

where

a0
~ j !~xj !5

c0
~ j ,1 !~xj ,0!

N0
~ j ,1 !~0!

, b1
~ j !~xj !5

f0
~ j !~xj ,0!

f0
~ j !~pj ,0!N0

~ j ,1 !~0!
,

andan
( j )(xj ) andbn

( j )(xj ) are real. Also, recall thatf0
( j )(pj ,0)Þ0, sinceE0

( j )(0)505 inf s(H0
( j )).

Equation~4.58! follows from ~4.38!, ~2.3!, and~2.4! with q(E)5q(E0
( j )(u j ))5u j , by expanding

c0
( j )(xj ,u j ) in powers ofu j . In view of ~4.20! and~4.58! the functionH(x,y;u) in ~4.18! is even

in u1 andu2 separately, and hence can be expanded as

H~x,y;u!5 (
n,m50

`

Anm~x,y!u1
2nu2

2m , ~4.59!

whereA00(x,y)50 becauseH(x,y;0)50. From~4.16!, ~4.18!, and~4.38! we obtain the inequality

uH~x,y;u!u<Ceuu1uux1u/p11uu2uux2u/p21uu1uuy1u/p11uu2uuy2u/p2. ~4.60!

Let p̃5(p1
221p2

22)1/2 and assumeuu j u, ũ( j 51,2). Using the Schwarz inequality gives

uH~x,y;u!u<Ceũ p̃~ uxu1uyu!.

Thus, by Cauchy’s inequality, we obtain

uAnm~x,y!u<C
eũ p̃~ uxu1uyu!

ũ2~n1m!
. ~4.61!

Inserting~4.59! in ~4.23! and using polar coordinates according to~4.26! and~4.27! gives rise to
integrals of the form

rnm~r !5E
0

p/2

h18~r cosw!h28~r sin w!cos2n w sin2m wdw.

The functionsrnm(r ) can be expanded as

rnm~r !5(
s50

`

cnm;2s r 2s,

where the series converges forr ,r 0 with r 0 being the same as in~4.30!. Again, by Cauchy’s
inequality, there is a constantMr 0

.0 ~independent ofn andm) such that
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ucnm;2su<
Mr 0

r 0
2s . ~4.62!

Assumingd to be so small thatd,min$ũ2, r0
2% and Ed,$uP@0,p#2:uu j u, ũ, j 51,2%, for 2d

,E,0 we have

RE
@0,d#~x,y!5

W~x!1/2

4p2 F (
n,m,s50

`

cnm;2sAnm~x,y!I n1m1s~E;d!G uW~y!u1/2, ~4.63!

whereI n1m1s(E;d) is given by~4.32!. Inserting~4.32! in ~4.63! gives

RE
@0,d#~x,y!5F (

n50

`

Dn
~1!~x,y!EnGE ln~2E!1 (

n50

`

Dn
~2!~x,y!En, ~4.64!

where the coefficientsDn
(1)(x,y) andDn

(2)(x,y) obey

uDn
~ j !~x,y!u<CuW~x!u1/2eũ p̃~ uxu1uyu!uW~y!u1/2, j 51,2.

Hence the kernelsDn
( j )(x,y) are Hilbert–Schmidt if we assume thatũ<c/(2p̃), wherec is the

constant in~4.57!. By ~4.36!, and sinceKE
(d,`) is analytic atE50, the expansion~4.64! carries

over toRE;d and toME . As a result,~4.45! can be written in the form

ln~2E!55 2
2p2

a0
F g21

l
1g01 (

n,m,s50
n1m1s>1

enmsE
n@E ln~2E!#mlsG , ~ṽ,v!,0,

2
2p2

a0
F n2

l2 1
n21

l
1n01 (

n,m50
s>22

f nmsE
n@E ln~2E!#mlsG , ~ṽ,v!50,

~4.65!

where f 00225 f 00215 f 00050. Let

v5l21e22p2g21 /~a0l!, w5l24e2~2p2/a0!@n22 /l21n21 /l#. ~4.66!

Theorem 4.8:Assume~4.57!. Then the following holds.
~i! If ( ṽ,v),0, then forl sufficiently small,E0(l) has the uniformly and absolutely con

vergent expansion

E0~l!5 (
n,m51

`

cnmvnlm, ~4.67!

wherec1152e22p2g0 /a0.
~ii ! If ( ṽ,v)50, then

E0~l!5 (
n51
m54

`

cnmwnlm, ~4.68!

wherec1452e22p2n0 /a0.
Proof: ~i! Write

E0~l!5e2~2p2/a0!@g21 /l1g0#@11h#,

and substitute it in the first equation in~4.65!. After some simplifications we get an equation of t
form
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F~h,v,l!50, ~4.69!

where F is analytic in all three variables in a neighborhood of zero,F(0,0,0)50, and
@]F/]h#(0,0,0)Þ0. Thus, by the implicit function theorem for analytic functions,~4.69! has a
unique solutionh5h(v,l) given by a convergent power series in the variablesv and l; this
implies ~4.67!. The proof of~ii ! is similar: We insert

E0~l!5e2~2p2/a0!@n22 /l21n21 /l1n0#@11h#

in the second equation in~4.65! to obtain an equation of the formF(h,w,l)50 whose solution
h5h(w,l) is analytic in both variables foruwu and ulu small. Thus~4.68! follows. j

There is a slight discrepancy between our expansion forE0(l) and the corresponding expan
sion of Ref. 2 in the caseV50 in that the quantityw used here contains the factorl24 in contrast
to the factorl23 in Ref. 2. The reason for having the factorsl21 and l24 in front of the
exponentials in~4.66! is due to the termse010 E ln(2E) and f 0122E ln(2E)l22 in ~4.65!, respec-
tively. These terms arise from expanding (ṽ,MEv) for E small @cf. ~4.45!#.

This concludes our discussion of the behavior of the ground state. We now investigate
happens in the first gap, that is in the interval

~E0
~1!~p!1E0

~2!~p!,min$E1
~1!~p!,E1

~2!~p!%!,

provided

min$E1
~1!~p!,E1

~2!~p!%.E0
~1!~p!1E0

~2!~p!. ~4.70!

We only consider the casel050 and content ourselves with obtaining the leading terms in
expansion of the eigenvalues. For this purpose we divide our analysis into two parts.

Case 1:Absorption atE* 5E0
(1)(p)1E0

(2)(p). In this case we decomposeKE as follows:

KE5KE
@E* 2d,E* #1KE

R\@E* 2d,E* # ,

where the notation@cf. ~4.11!–~4.13!# is self-explanatory. The integral associated withKE
@E* 2d,E* #

@i.e., the analog of~4.14!# extends over the region$uP@0,2p#2:E* 2d<E0
(1)(u1)1E0

(2)(u2)
<E* %. It contains the point~p,p! and is symmetric with respect to the linesu15p andu25p.
Using this symmetry and~4.6! and~4.7!, the integration can be reduced to one over that portion
the region on whichu1<p andu2<p. It follows that we can write

KE5
b0

2p2 lnuE2E* uL1ME
~1! , ~4.71!

where now b05221p@d0
(1)d0

(2)#21/2, with d0
(1) and d0

(2) being the constants in~4.9!, L•
5v(ṽ,•), andṽ5v sgnW, where

v~x!5W~x!1/2c0
~1!~x1 ,p!c0

~2!~x2 ,p!.

As in Theorem 4.5 one shows thatME
(1)→ME*

(1) in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm asE↓E* . Note the
sign change in the first term in~4.71! as compared to~4.35!. Therefore, an eigenvalue can g
absorbed atE* only if

~ṽ,v!5E
R2

W~x!c0
~1!~x1 ,p!2c0

~2!~x2 ,p!2d2x>0.

Theorem 4.9:Suppose~4.1!–~4.3! and ~4.70! hold. Then the following holds:
~i! If ( ṽ,v).0, then there is a unique, simple eigenvalueE(l) such that

E~l!2E* 5e2~2p2/b0!@m21 /l1m01o~1!#, l↓0. ~4.72!
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~ii ! If ( ṽ,@ME*
(1)

#kv)50 for k50,1,...,n21 and (21)n(ṽ,@ME*
(1)

#nv).0, then there are con
stantsc0 ,...,cn11 such that

E~l!2E* 5ec0 /ln111c1 /ln1•••1cn111o~1!, l↓0,

where

c05
2p2~21!n11

b0~ṽ,@ME*
~1!

#nv!
,0.

~iii ! If ( ṽ,@ME*
(1)

#kv)50 for k50,1,...,n21 and (21)n(ṽ,@ME*
(1)

#nv),0, thenl0 is not a
c.c.th.

Proof: ~i! is a special case of~ii !. In analogy to~4.45!, the equation forE(l) now reads

2l~ṽ,@11lME
~1!#21v!5

2p2

b0 lnuE2E* u
. ~4.73!

Then~ii ! follows from ~4.73! by proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.7~ii !. The coefficientscn

are obtained by expanding@11lME*
(1)

#21, noting that the difference@11lME
(1)#212@1

1lME*
(1)

#21 has no effect on these coefficients because it is controlled by an estimate sim
that in ~4.53!. Uniqueness and simplicity of the eigenvalue follow as in the proof of Theo
4.7. j

Of course, we could be more explicit about the remainder terms in~4.72! and write it in a
form like ~4.48!. If ( ṽ,v)50, then in general nothing can be said about the sign of (ṽ,ME*

(1)v);
that is, there is no analog of Lemma 4.6. The reason is that the proof of Lemma 4.6 uses
essential way the fact that we are at the bottom of the spectrum.

Case 2:Absorption atE* 5min$E1
(1)(p),E1

(2)(p)%. This case will be divided further into thre
cases. As we will see, in one of these cases it is possible that two eigenvalues approachE* as
l↓0. We first describe the decompositions ofKE that characterize each case. Then, in Theor
4.10, we collect the information about the behavior of the eigenvalues that converge toE* asl↓0.

~a! E* 5E1
(1)(p) andE1

(2)(p).E* : In this case, for sufficiently smalld, the relevant region
for theu-integration is given by$uP@0,2p#2:E* <E1

(1)(u1)1E0
(2)(u2)<E* 1d%. This region has

two components containing the points~p,0! and~p,2p!, respectively. The singular contribution t
KE again has rank one and we have the decomposition

KE52
e0

2p2 lnuE2E* uL1ME
~2! ,

wheree05221p@d1
(1)c0

(2)#21/2, L•5v(ṽ,•), ṽ5v sgnW, and

v~x!5W~x!1/2c1
~1!~x1 ,p!c0

~2!~x2,0!.

Moreover,ME
(2)→ME*

(2) in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm asE↑E* .
~b! E* 5E1

(2)(p) andE1
(1)(p).E* : This case is analogous to case~a!. We have

KE52
f 0

2p2 lnuE2E* uL1ME
~3! ,

where f 05221p@d1
(2)c0

(1)#21/2, L•5v(ṽ,•), ṽ5v sgnW, and

v~x!5W~x!1/2c0
~1!~x1,0!c1

~2!~x2 ,p!.

Moreover,ME
(3)→ME*

(3) in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm asE↑E* .
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~c! E* 5E1
(1)(p)5E1

(2)(p): In this case the critical region of integration is$uP@0,2p#2:E*
<E0

(1)(u1)1E1
(2)(u2)<E* 1d%ø$uP@0,2p#2:E* <E1

(1)(u1)1E0
(2)(u2)<E* 1d% and thus has

four components located near~p,0!, ~2p,p!, ~p,2p!, and~0,p!. Let

v15W~x!1/2c0
~1!~x1,0!c1

~2!~x2 ,p!, v25W~x!1/2c1
~1!~x1 ,p!c0

~2!~x2,0!. ~4.74!

ThenKE is of the form

KE5d1~E!v1~ṽ1 ,• !1d2~E!v2~ṽ2 ,• !1RE ,

where

d1~E!5
1

p2 E
E1,d

d2u

E0
~1!~u1!1E1

~2!~u2!2E
,

E1,d5$uP@0,p#2:E* <E0
~1!~u1!1E1

~2!~u2!<E* 1d%,

d2~E!5
1

p2 E
E2,d

d2u

E1
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!2E
,

E2,d5$uP@0,p#2:E* <E1
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!<E* 1d%.

Also, RE→RE* in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm asE↑E* . Sincev1 andv2 are linearly independent
the operatord1(E)v1(ṽ1 ,•)1d2(E)v2(ṽ2 ,•) has rank two. The coefficientsd1(E) andd2(E)
diverge asE↑E* according to

d1~E!52b1 lnuE2E* u1O~1!,

d2~E!52b2 lnuE2E* u1O~1!,

whereb15(4p)21@d1
(2)c0

(1)#21/2, b25(4p)21@d1
(1)c0

(2)#21/2. This follows from a result analo-
gous to~4.25!. Thus~1.8! reads

detF11ld1~E!~w̃1 ,@11lRE#21w1! ld2~E!~w̃1 ,@11lRE#21w2!

ld1~E!~w̃2 ,@11lRE#21w1! 11ld2~E!~w̃2 ,@11lRE#21w2!
G50. ~4.75!

The next theorem gives information about the behavior of the eigenvalues for each of the
situations.

Theorem 4.10:Suppose~4.1!–~4.3! and ~4.70! hold. Then we have the following:
~a! SupposeE* 5E1

(1)(p) and E1
(2)(p).E* : If ( ṽ,v),0, then there is a unique, simpl

eigenvalue obeying

E* 2E~l!5e2~2p2/e0!@s21 /l1s01o~1!#, l↓0,

where

s2152
1

~ṽ,v!
, s052

~ṽ,ME*
~2!v!

~ṽ,v!2 .

If ( ṽ,v)50, then a result analogous to Theorem 4.9~ii ! holds. If (ṽ,v).0, thenl050 is not a
c.c.th.

~b! SupposeE* 5E1
(2)(p) and E1

(1)(p).E* : If ( ṽ,v),0, then there is a unique, simpl
eigenvalue obeying

E* 2E~l!5e2~2p2/ f 0!@r21 /l1r01o~1!#, l↓0,

where
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r2152
1

~ṽ,v!
, r052

~ṽ,ME*
~3!v!

~ṽ,v!2 .

If ( ṽ,v)50, then a result analogous to Theorem 4.9~ii ! holds. If (ṽ,v).0, thenl050 is not a
c.c.th.

~c! SupposeE* 5E1
(1)(p)5E1

(2)(p): Let

c652b1~ṽ1 ,v1!2b2~ṽ2 ,v2!6A@b1~ṽ1 ,v1!2b2~ṽ2 ,v2!#214b1b2~ṽ1 ,v2!2.

If c6.0, then there are two eigenvalues~counting multiplicities! approachingE* asl↓0 given
by

E* 2E~l!5e22/~c6l!1O~1!, l↓0. ~4.76!

If c6 are nonzero and of opposite signs, then there is only one eigenvalue, the one corresp
to c1 , that converges toE* asl↓0, and for it~4.76! holds.

Proof: The proofs in cases~a! and~b! are by now familiar. The result in case~c! follows by
expanding the left-hand side of~4.75! for l small andE nearE* , and using an estimate like
~4.53!. Further details are omitted. j

We see from~4.75! that if W<0(WÞ0), thenc6.0 by the Schwarz inequality, (ṽ1 ,v2)2

<(ṽ1 ,v1)2(ṽ2 ,v2)2. Thus there are two eigenvalues~counting multiplicities! that converge to
E* as l↓0. As one would expect, ifV and W have certain symmetry properties, then the tw
eigenvalues may degenerate into one eigenvalue of multiplicity two. For example, this happ
V(1) andV(2) in ~4.1! are given by identical functions,V(1)(j)5V(2)(j) (jPR), W is symmetric,
W(x1 ,x2)5W(x2 ,x1), and even inx1 andx2 separately, andE1

(1)(p) is the first Dirichlet eigen-
value of the operatorH0

(1) on the interval@0,p#. To see this, letU be the unitary operato
(Uc)(x1 ,x2)5c(x2 ,x1) and letM15$cPL2(R2):c(x1 ,x2)5c(2x1 ,x2)52c(x1 ,2x2)% and
M25$cPL2(R2):c(x1 ,x2)5c(x1 ,2x2)52c(2x1 ,x2)%. ThenM1 and M2 are orthogonal,
invariant subspaces forHl ~for any l>0! such thatUM15M2 and UM25M1 . Moreover,
M1 and M2 are invariant subspaces forKE . By ~4.74! and because of the symmetries of t
potentials,

v15W~x!1/2c0
~1!~x1,0!c1

~1!~x2 ,p!, v25W~x!1/2c1
~1!~x1 ,p!c0

~1!~x2,0!.

Sincec0
(1)(•,0) is even andc1

(1)(•,p) is odd,v1PM1 andv2PM2 . It follows that the restric-
tions of KE to the invariant subspacesM1 and M2 are unitarily equivalent; in factKE�M1

5U(KE�M2)U. Thus the eigenvalue in~4.76! is degenerate and of multiplicity two. Furthe
more, (ṽ1 ,v2)50, (ṽ1 ,v1)5(ṽ2 ,v2), b15b2 , and thusc15c2522b1(ṽ1 ,v1).

If W>0(WÞ0), thenc6,0, and there are no eigenvalues that converge toE* asl↓0. If one
or both ofc6 are zero, then a more detailed investigation is necessary.

We do not discuss here in detail eigenvalues in higher gaps. We only remark that the si
part ofKE can have any rank. The following example shows how rank three might arise. As
that E0

(1)5E0
(2)(0)50, E0

(1)(p)5E0
(2)(p)51, E1

(1)(p)5E1
(2)(p)55, E1

(1)(0)5E1
(2)(0)56,

E2
(1)(0)5E2

(2)(0)57, E2
(1)(p)5E2

(2)(p)58, and E3
(1)(p)5E3

(2)(p)510. Then the lowest two
~open! gaps of the two-dimensional problem are~2,5! and~9,10! ~the point$7% represents a close
gap!. The singular part ofKE has rank 1 atE52, rank 2 atE55, rank 1 atE59, and rank 3 at
E510. In the last instance we havev1(x)5W(x)1/2c0

(1)(x1,0)c3
(2)(x2 ,p) v2(x)

5W(x)1/2c3
(1)(x1 ,p)c0

(2)(x2,0), and v3(x)5W(x)1/2c2
(1)(x1 ,p)c2

(2)(x2 ,p) because
E0

(1)(0)1E3
(2)(p)5E3

(1)(p)1E0
(2)(0)5E1

(1)(p)1E1
(2)(p)510.

V. THREE DIMENSIONS

We briefly discuss the three-dimensional problem under the assumptions that

V~x!5V~1!~x1!1V~2!~x2!1V~3!~x3!, x5~x1 ,x2 ,x3!, ~5.1!

with W, V( j ) real-valued,V( j )PLloc
1 (R), and
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V~ j !~xj1pj !5V~xj !, pj.0, j 51,2,3, ~5.2!

WPL3/2~R3!, E
R3

~11uxu!guW~x!ud3x, ~5.3!

for a suitableg.0. As in one and two dimensions,H0 can be defined by the forms method or
the closure of a suitable minimal operator~cf. Section IV!. The conditionWPL3/2(R3) implies
that WPR, the class of Rollnick potentials~Ref. 18, p. 170; Ref. 26!. Such potentials are
relatively form compact with respect to2D and so also with respect toH0 . We only consider
eigenvalue absorption at the bottom of the continuous spectrum which we assume to bE
50. As in the two-dimensional case we may suppose that the spectrum of eachH0

( j ) also begins
at zero. The Birman–Schwinger kernel is given by

KE5W1/2~H02E!21uWu1/2, E,0,

andKE is Hilbert–Schmidt becauseWPR. To shorten the notation we will write

C0~x,u!5c0
~1!~x1 ,u1!c0

~2!~x2 ,u2!c0
~3!~x3 ,u3!, u5~u1 ,u2 ,u3!.

We also let

G~x,y;u!5C0~x,u!C0~y,u!1¯ , ~5.4!

where the dots indicate terms that are obtained from the first one by interchanging any num
elements between the ordered triples$x1 ,x2 ,x3% and $y1 ,y2 ,y3%, respecting the order of the
elements as in~4.17!.

Theorem 5.1:Suppose~5.1!–~5.3! hold. ThenKE has the expansion

KE5K01~2E!1/2B1o~ uEu1/2!, E↑0, ~5.5!

where the symbolo refers to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm andB is a rank-one operator with kerne

B~x,y!52
1

4pAc0
~1!c0

~2!c0
~3!

W~x!1/2C0~x,0!C0~y,0!uW~y!u1/2. ~5.6!

We remark that ifV50, thenE0
(k)(uk)5uk

2/pk
2, where the periodspk are arbitrary positive num-

bers, so thatc0
(k)51/pk

2, C0(x,0)51/Ap1p2p3. Hence

B~x,y!52
1

4p
W~x!1/2uW~y!u1/2,

which is a familiar result@see, e.g., Ref. 3, Eq.~2.7!#.
Proof: In order to shorten the notation we define

E0~u!5E0
~1!~u1!1E0

~2!~u2!1E0
~3!~u3!.

~i! In place of~4.24! we now have

KE
@0,d#~x,y!5W~x!1/2F E

Ed

G~x,y;u!

E0~u!2E

d3u

~2p!3G uW~y!u1/2, ~5.7!

whereEd5$uP@0,p#3:E0(u)<d%. We now write~5.7! as

KE
@0,d#~x,y!5XE

@0,d#~x,y!1YE
@0,d#~x,y!, ~5.8!

XE
@0,d#~x,y!5W~x!1/2G~x,y;0!uW~y!u1/2F E

Ed

d3u

~2p!3@E0~u!2E#G , ~5.9!
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YE
@0,d#~x,y!5W~x!1/2F E

Ed

H~x,y;u!

E0~u!2E

d3u

~2p!3G uW~y!u1/2, ~5.10!

H~x,y;u!5G~x,y;u!2G~x,y;0!. ~5.11!

First consider the integral on the right-hand side of~5.9!. Following ~4.26! and ~4.27! we setv j

5AE0
( j )(u j ), u j5hj (v j ), for j 51,2,3, and r 5Av1

21v2
21v3

2, v15r sinx cosw, v2

5r sinx sinw, v35r cosx. Note that the domain of integration lies in the first octant. By us
these spherical coordinates we obtain

E
Ed

d3u

E0~u!2E
5E

0

Ad g~r !r 2

r 22E
dr, ~5.12!

where

g~r !5E
0

p/2S E
0

p/2

h18~rsin x cosw!h28~r sin x sin w!dw D h38~r cosx!sin x dx.

For r ,r 1 with r 1.0 sufficiently small, we can expandg(r ) as

g~r !5 (
m50

`

b2mr 2m,

and insert it in~5.12!. Note that@cf. ~4.33!#

b05
p

2Ac0
~1!c0

~2!c0
~3!

. ~5.13!

This gives

E
Ed

d3u

E0~u!2E
5 (

m50

`

b2mJm~E;d!, ~5.14!

where

Jm~E;d!5E
0

Ad r 2m12

r 22E
dr5~21!m~2E!m11/2F2

p

2
1arctanA2

E

d G1 (
k51

m11
dm2k13/2

2m22k13
Ek21.

~5.15!

Note that in contrast to~4.32! the right-hand side of~5.15! does not contain any logarithmic term
From~5.14!, ~5.15!, and~5.9!, we see that the term (2E)1/2B in ~5.5! comes from the first term on
the right-hand side of~5.15! for m50 and by using~5.13! and G(x,y;0)58C0(x,0)C0(y,0)
which follows from ~5.4! and the reality ofC0(x,0). The other terms on the right-hand side
~5.15! only affect either the termX0

@0,d#(x,y) or the corrections of orderO(uEu). Thus

XE
@0,d#~x,y!5X0

@0,d#~x,y!1~2E!1/2B~x,y!1O~ uEu!. ~5.16!

Note thatXE
@0,d#(x,y) is a Hilbert–Schmidt kernel becauseWPL1(R3). Now we turn to the term

YE
@0,d#(x,y) in ~5.10! which we write asYE

@0,d#(x,y)5Y0
@0,d#(x,y)1@YE

@0,d#(x,y)2Y0
@0,d#(x,y)#, and

note that

YE
@0,d#~x,y!2Y0

@0,d#~x,y!5EW~x!1/2F E
Ed

H~x,y;u!

@E0~u!2E#E0~u!

d3u

~2p!3G uW~y!u1/2. ~5.17!

As in ~4.42! we have the estimateuH(x,y;u)u<C(11uxu)a(11uyu)auuua(aP(0,1#) which we
insert in ~5.17!. From theu-integration we get
hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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E
0

Ad r a

r 22E
dr5uEu~a21!/2E

0

Ad/uEu ua

u211
du.

If we pick anyaP(0,1), then the integral on the right-hand side stays bounded asE↑0 and thus
the right-hand side isO(uEu(a21)/2). Hence, by~5.17!,

uYE
@0,d#~x,y!2Y0

@0,d#~x,y!u<CuEu~a11!/2uW~x!u1/2~11uxu!a~11uyu!auW~y!u1/2. ~5.18!

So, by ~5.3!, if we choosea such that 0,a,min$1,g/2%, then (11uxu)auW(x)u1/2PL2(R3),
which says that the right-hand side of~5.18! is Hilbert–Schmidt and of ordero(uEu1/2). Thus

YE
@0,d#~x,y!5Y0

@0,d#~x,y!1o~ uEu1/2!. ~5.19!

Since KE
(d,`)5K0

(d,`)1O(uEu), by adding ~5.16! and ~5.19! and using K05X0
@0,d#(x,y)

1Y0
@0,d#(x,y)1K0

(d,`) , we obtain~5.5!. j

Recall thatl0 is a c.c.th. atE50 if and only l0K0 has eigenvalue21, resp.,K0 has
eigenvalue2l0

21. Hencel050 cannot be a c.c.th. in three dimensions for the class of poten
considered here. The following lemma will help us classify the possible behaviors of the e
valuesE(l) that converge to zero asl↓0.

Lemma 5.2:Assume~5.1!, ~5.2!, and ~5.3! with g.1. Suppose thatK0f 052l0
21f 0 , f 0

PL2(R3), f 0Þ0, andB f050. Then zero is an eigenvalue ofHl0
. If 2l0

21 is an eigenvalue ofK0

of geometric multiplicityk with geometric eigenspaceN 0 andB f50 for all f PN 0 , then zero is
an eigenvalue ofHl0

of multiplicity k.
Proof: We will show that

x05H0
21uWu1/2f 0ªs2 lim

E↑0
~H02E!21uWu1/2f 0 ~5.20!

is an eigenfunction ofHl0
for the eigenvalue zero. To do this we start from the decompositi

~H02E!21uWu1/2f 05~H02E!21P@0,d#uWu1/2f 01~H02E!21P~d,`!uWu1/2f 0 , ~5.21!

and first establish the strong convergence asE↑0 of each term on the right-hand side. For t
second term on the right-hand side of~5.21! this is clear from

~H02E!21P~d,`!uWu1/2f 05@~H02E!21~H011!1/2P~d,`!#@~H011!21/2uWu1/2f 0#,

since (H011)21/2uWu1/2 is a bounded operator and limE↑0(H02E)21(H011)1/2P(d,`) exists in
norm by the spectral theorem. As for the first term on the right-hand side of~5.21!, our task is to
show that

s2 lim
E↑0

E
R3F EEd

G~x,y;u!

E0~u!2E

d3u

~2p!3G uW~y!u1/2f 0~y!d3yPL2~R3!. ~5.22!

To do this we split the terms that make upG(x,y;u) as follows; we indicate it for the first term
on the right-hand side of~5.7!:

C0~x,u!C0~y,u!5C0~x,u!C0~y,0!1C0~x,u!@C0~y,u!2C0~y,0!#. ~5.23!

Notice that when~5.23! is substituted in~5.22!, the first term in~5.23! gives no contribution
because of the assumptionB f050 and~5.6!. The integral arising from the second term is de
with as follows. We setx̂5(x1 /p1 ,x2 /p2 ,x3 /p3) so that

C0~x,u!5eiu• x̂
j0

~1,1 !~x1 ,E0
~1!~u1!!

N0
~1,1 !~u1!

j0
~2,1 !~x2 ,E0

~2!~u2!!

N0
~2,1 !~u2!

j0
~3,1 !~x3 ,E0

~3!~u3!!

N0
~3,1 !~u3!

, ~5.24!

from which, by expanding the functionsj0
(1)(xj ,E0

( j )(u j )) in powers ofu j , we obtain
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C0~x,u!5 (
m,n,s50

`

amns~x!u1
mu2

nu3
s , ~5.25!

where the coefficientsamns(x) obey

uamns~x!u<M ũ2m2n2s, ~5.26!

for someM.0 andũ.0, and whereuu j u, ũ. As a result, from~5.22!–~5.25! we obtain

E
R3F EEd

G~x,y;u!

E0~u!2E

d3u

~2p!3G uW~y!u1/2f 0~y!d3y5 (
m,n,s50

`

amns~x!E
Ed

eiu• x̂gmns~u,E!d3u1¯ ,

~5.27!

where

gmns~u,E!5
u1

mu2
nu3

s

~2p!3@E0~u!2E#
E

R3
D~y;u!uW~y!u1/2f 0~y!d3y,

D~y;u!5C0~y;u!2C0~y;0!,

and where the dots in~5.27! indicate further terms similar to the one displayed@cf. ~5.4!#. By
Lemma 4.4,

uD~y;u!u<C~11uyu!auuua, aP~0,1#,

and thus using the Schwarz inequality gives

U E
R3

D~y;u!uW~y!u1/2f 0~y!d3yU<CuuuaiWi2a
1/2 i f 0i ,

where iWi2a5*R3(11uyu)2auW(y)ud3y. Now, since~5.3! holds with g.1, we may choosea
such that 1/2,a,min$1,g/2%. This guarantees that

uuum1n1s1a

E0~u!2E
PL2~Ed!,

for all E<0 with theL2-norm being bounded independently ofE. Therefore

igmns~u,E!iL2~Ed!<Cd~m1n1s1a!/221/4iWi
2a

1/2i f 0i ,

for all E<0. By the Plancherel theorem and~5.26!, we conclude that

I amns~x!E
Ed

eiu• x̂gmns~u,E!d3uI
L2~Rs!

<C̃da/221/4SAd

ũ
D m1n1s

iWi
2a

1/2i f 0i .

Thus, if we chooseAd, ũ, then the series on the right-hand side of~5.27! converges absolutely in
the L2-norm. This implies thati(H02E)21P@0,d#uWu1/2f 0i is bounded independently ofE for E
,0. Moreover, this norm is increasing inE and hence converges asE↑0. In addition,
(H02E)21P@0,d#uWu1/2f 0 converges weakly asE↑0 because (w,(H02E)21P@0,d#uWu1/2f 0) con-
verges for anyw from the dense set$wPL2: wPRanP@e,`) for somee.0%. These facts imply
~5.22!, and hence we have shown thatx05H0

21uWu1/2f 0PL2(R3). It remains to show that
Hl0

x050. We argue as follows. LetcPD(Hl0
). ThuscPD(H0

1/2) and so
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~x0 ,Hl0
c!5~H0

21uWu1/2f 0 ,Hl0
c!

5 lim
E↑0

~@H02E#21uWu1/2f 0 ,Hl0
c!

5 lim
E↑0

~@H011#21/2Hl0
@H02E#21uWu1/2f 0 ,@H011#1/2c!

5 lim
E↑0

~@H011#21/2uWu1/2~11l0KE! f 0 ,@H011#1/2c!50,

becauseKE→K0 in norm and2l0
21 is an eigenvalue ofK0 with eigenvectorf 0 . Thus x0

PD(Hl0
* )5D(Hl0

) andHl0
x050. To prove the last assertion, suppose thatf 1 ,...,f k are linearly

independent eigenvectors ofK0 for the eigenvalue 2l0
21. Multiplying the equation

c1H0
21uWu1/2f 11¯1ckH0

21uWu1/2f k50 from the left by W1/2 and using that
l0W1/2H0

21uWu1/2f j52 f j ( j 51,...,k) implies c15¯5ck50. j

From now on we assume

W~x!<0 a.e., ~5.28!

which implies thatKE52uWu1/2(H02E)21uWu1/2 is self-adjoint. Assumption~5.28! is made here
only for convenience, in order to avoid discussion of certain technical points that arise wh
apply perturbation theory toKE . The case whereW changes sign has been discussed in Re
~Section 8!. The next theorem is similar to Theorem 2.3 in Ref. 3 and to Theorem 2.1 in Re

Theorem 5.3:SupposeV andW satisfy~5.1!, ~5.2!, ~5.3! with g.1, and~5.28!. Let l0 be a
c.c.th. atE50. Suppose thatm (m>1) eigenvalues approach zero asl↓l0 . Then we have the
alternatives:

~i! 0 is not an eigenvalue ofHl0
, m51, and there is a unique eigenvalue obeyi

E(l)52c(l2l0)21o(@l2l0#2) with cÞ0.
~ii ! 0 is an eigenvalue ofHl0

in which case at most one eigenvalue is in case~i! while the
other eigenvalues obeyE(l)52c(l2l0)1o(l2l0) with cÞ0. Moreover, 0 is either an eigen
value ofHl0

of multiplicity m21 or m, depending on whether or not there is an eigenvalue
case~i!.

Proof: By the Birman–Schwinger principle,2l0
21 is an eigenvalue ofK0 of multiplicity m.

Let N 0 denote the corresponding eigenspace. ForE,0 there arem eigenvaluest j (E)
( j 51,...,m) of KE converging to2l0

21 and thet j (E) are strictly decreasing functions ofE. We
can obtain t j (E) from ~5.5! by using eigenvalue perturbation theory and then so
lt j (E)521 for E~l! to get the eigenvalue branchEj (l).

Considering~i!, since 0 is not an eigenvalue ofHl0
, by Lemma 5.2, we have thatB fÞ0 for

all nonzerof PN 0 . However, sinceB has rank one, this can only happen ifm51. Let f 0PN 0

with i f 0i51. Then, by~5.6! and ~5.28!, ( f 0 ,B f0).0. From perturbation theory17 and ~5.5!, we
infer that

t~E!52l0
211~ f 0 ,B f0!~2E!1/21o~ uEu1/2!,

which leads toE(l)52c(l2l0)21o(@l2l0#2) with c5l0
24( f 0 ,B f0)22; so ~i! is proved.

To prove ~ii !, notice thatB either vanishes on all ofN 0 or on a subspace of dimensio
m21 of N 0 . Thus, by Lemma 5.2, 0 is an eigenvalue ofHl0

of multiplicity m or m21,
respectively. Now the number of eigenvalues that behave like2c(l2l0)1o(l2l0) with
c.0 asl↓l0 is equal to the multiplicity of 0 as eigenvalue ofHl0

. To see this, letP0 denote the
orthogonal projection onto the kernel ofHl0

. Then

P0WP052l0
21P0H0P0<0,

so that, sinceH0 has a trivial kernel,P0WP0 also has a trivial kernel on RanP0 . ThusP0WP0 ,
which is self-adjoint and negative, hasp5dim@RanP0# strictly negative eigenvalues, an
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p5m21 or m. Then Theorem 2.4~ii ! in Ref. 10 implies that the number of eigenvalues th
approach 0 asl↓l0 and which, forl sufficiently close tol0 , obey an estimate of the form

2a~l2l0!,E~l!,2b~l2l0!, ~5.29!

with a.b.0, is equal top. However, from the proof of that theorem one also infers that ther
a c.0 such that for anye.0 we can choosea andb such thatc2e,b,a,c1e and so that
~5.29! is satisfied asl↓l0 (2c is just one of thep nonzero eigenvalues ofP0WP0). Since
e.0 is arbitrary, it follows that we can replace~5.29! by the stronger statement

E~l!52c~l2l0!1o~l2l0!, l↓l0 . ~5.30!

If p5m, then allm eigenvalues obey~5.30!, with the coefficientc depending on the eigenvalue
of course. Ifp5m21, then there is exactly one eigenvalue that does not obey~5.29!. ThenB does
not vanish on all ofN 0 and so, by perturbation theory, there is one eigenvalue that is in cas~i!,
and this must be the eigenvalue that does not obey~5.29!. j

APPENDIX: PROOFS OF LEMMAS 2.3–2.7

1. Proof of Lemma 2.3

We first prove the entire lemma whenl50. Obviously,~i! and~iv! immediately follow from
~2.7!. To prove~ii ! and ~iii ! we note that from~2.3!, ~2.4!, ~2.17!, and~2.30!, we have

f0~x,E!52d0~E!@c0
~1 !~x,E!2c0

~2 !~x,E!#. ~A1!

In order to simplify the notation we define

g~x,m!5j0
~1 !~x,E~ ñp/p1 im!!, ~A2!

where we now assume that an endpointEn of the gapG ñ , together with the proper branch o
E(ñp/p1 im), have been selected. We temporarily use the shorthand notationc̃0

(6)(x,m)
5c0

(6)(x,E(ñp/p1 im)) and note that, by~2.3!, ~2.4!, and~2.17!,

c̃0
~1 !~x,m!5c̃0

~2 !~x,2m!.

This implies, by~2.7!,

j0
~2 !~x,E~ ñp/p1 im!!5e2i ñpx/pg~x,2m!, ~A3!

and thus

c̃0
~6 !~x,m!5eiñpx/pe7mzg~x,6m!. ~A4!

Thus, from~A2!–~A4! it follows that @again usingE5E(ñp/p1 im)#

c0
~1 !~x,E!2c0

~2 !~x,E!5eiñpx/p@e2mxg~x,m!2emxg~x,2m!#2eiñpx/p sinh mx@g~x,m!

1g~x,2m!#1eiñpx/p coshmx@g~x,m!2g~x,2m!#. ~A5!

Next we note that, by~2.30!,

d0~E!5
a

m
1bm1O~m3!, ~A6!

wherea andb are constants; in particular,

a5
~21! ñf0~p,En!

2p
.
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Moreover,d0(E) is an odd function ofm. Furthermore~a dot meansd/dm),

g~x,m!1g~x,2m!52j0
~1 !~x,En!1O~m2!, ~A7!

g~x,m!2g~x,2m!52j̇0
~1 !~x,En!m1O~m3!. ~A8!

Therefore, on inserting~A5!–~A8! in ~A1! we get

f0~x,E!52aj0
~1 !~x,En!eiñpx/pm21 sinh mx22aj̇0

~1 !~x,En!eiñpx/p coshmx1O~m!sinh mx

1O~m2!coshmx. ~A9!

Now ~ii ! follows from ~A9! and the estimates

usinh mxu<C
muxu

11muxu
emuxu, coshmx<Cemuxu. ~A10!

Similarly, on differentiating~A9! with respect tom and using~A10!, along with the estimate

usinh mx2mx coshmxu<C
m3uxu3

~11muxu!2 emuxu, ~A11!

and assumingm,1, we obtain~iii !. Thus the lemma has been proved whenl50. Now suppose
that l.0. In view of ~2.19! and ~2.21! it suffices to prove~i! and ~iv! for Fl

(6)(x,E) instead of
cl

(6)(x,E). By using~2.11!, ~2.17!, ~A2!, and~A4!, we obtain

A0~x,y;E!52ae~ i ñp/p!~x1y!j0
~1 !~x,En!j0

~1 !~y,En!m21 sinh m~x2y!22ae~ i ñp/p!~x1y!@ j̇0
~1 !

3~x,En!j0
~1 !~y,En!2j0

~1 !~x,En!j̇0
~1 !~y,En!#coshm~x2y!1O~m!sinh m~x2y!

1O~m2!coshm~x2y!.

Thus, by using~A10!, ~A11!, and obvious variants of them, we obtain the bounds

uA0~x,y;E!u<C~11ux2yu!emux2yu, ~A12!

uȦ0~x,y;E!u<C
m~11uy2xu!3

~11muy2xu!2 emuy2xu, ~A13!

To prove~i!, use~A12! and ~i! with l50 in ~2.10!. This yields, forx.0,

uFl
~1 !~x,E!u<Ce2mx1Cle2mxE

x

`

~11y!uW~y!uemyuFl
~1 !~y,E!udy. ~A14!

Multiplying ~A14! by emx and applying Gronwall’s inequality proves~i! for Fl
(1)(x,E). The proof

for Fl
(2)(x,E) is similar. Considering~iv! we start from

Ḟl
~1 !~x,E!5ċ0~x,E!2lE

x

`

Ȧ0~x,y;E!W~y!Fl
~1 !~y,E!dy2lE

x

`

A0~x,y;E!W~y!Ḟl
~1 !~y,E!dy.

Thus, by~A12!, ~A13!, and~i! for l50, we conclude that

uḞl
~1 !~x,E!u<C~11x!e2mx1Cle2mxE

x

` m~11y!

~11my!2 ~11y!2uW~y!udy1Cle2mx

3E
x

`

uW~y!u~11y!2
emyuḞl

~1 !~y,E!u
11y

dy. ~A15!
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Dividing both sides by (11x)e2mx and applying Gronwall’s inequality yields~iv!. Note that
condition~H2! enters through the second and third term on the right-hand side of~A15!. To prove
~ii ! we use the fact thatfl(x,E) is a solution of the integral equation

fl~x,E!5f0~x,E!1lE
0

x

A0~x,y;E!W~y!fl~y,E!dy. ~A16!

By using ~ii ! with l50 and~A12! we obtain~assumingx.0)

ufl~x,E!u5C~11x!emx1C~11x!emxE
0

x

e2myW~y!ufl~y,E!udy. ~A17!

Dividing ~A17! by (11x)emx and using Gronwall’s inequality yields~ii ! for x.0. Whenx,0, the
argument is similar, so~ii ! is proved. The proof of~iii ! is similar to the proof of~iv!. We
differentiate~A16! with respect tom and use~ii ! and ~iii ! for l50, together with~A12!, ~A13!,
and the monotonicity of the functiony→m(11y)2/@11my#2 ~assumingm,1). This gives~for
x.0)

e2mx~11mx!2uḟl~x,E!u
m~11x!3 <C1CE

0

x

~11y!uW~y!u
e2my~11my!2uḟl~x,E!u

m~11y!3 dy.

An application of Gronwall’s inequality yields the desired estimate whenx.0, and an analogous
estimate holds whenx,0. Note that only condition~H1! is needed here. j

2. Proof of Lemma 2.4

~i! The bound immediately follows from Lemma 2.3~i!, ~ii !, and ~2.28!. To prove ~ii ! use
~2.26!, ~2.28!, part ~i!, and the dominated convergence theorem, to conclude that

iRl,E2Rl,En
iH.S.

2 5E
R2

uW~x!uuGl,E
D ~x,y!2Gl,En

D ~x,y!u2uW~y!udxdy→0,

asE→En . Finally, ~iii ! follows by differentiating~2.28! and applying Lemma 2.3. j

3. Proof of Lemma 2.5

Let C1.0 be a constant such that

uvl~x,E!u<C1uW~x!u1/2, uċl~x,E!u<C1uW~x!u1/2~11uxu!. ~A18!

These estimates follow from Lemma 2.3~i!, ~iv!, and~2.27!. Let

s5E
2`

`

uW~x!u~11uxu!dx.

Then using~2.27!, Lemma 2.4~i!, and

E
2`

`

~11min$uxu,uzu%!uW~z!u~11min$uzu,uyu%!dz<s~11min$uxu,uyu%!,

we deduce by induction that

u~Rl,E
s !~x,y!u<Csss21uW~x!u1/2@11min$uxu,uyu%#uW~y!u1/2, s51,2,...,

and thus, by using~A18!,

u~Rl,E
s vl,E!~x!u<C1CsssuW~x!u1/2, s50,1,2,... . ~A19!

Now ~i! follows from ~A18! and ~A19! which give
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u~ṽl,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E!u<C1

2Csss11. ~A20!

So choosingC̃5C1
2s, r 5Cs proves estimate~i!. To prove ~ii ! we formally differentiate

(ṽl,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E):

d~ṽl,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E!

dm
5~ṽl,E ,Rl,E

s v̇l,E!1~v8 l,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E!1(

j 50

s21

~ṽl,E ,Rl,E
j Ṙl,ERl,E

s2 j 21vl,E!.

~A21!

Then we note that

u~Rl,E* s ṽl,E!~x!u<C1CsssuW~x!u1/2, ~A22!

where the* denotes the adjoint, and so

uv8 ~x,E!~Rl,E
s vl,E!~x!u<C1

2CsssuW~x!u~11uxu!, ~A23!

uv̇l~x,E!~Rl,E* s ṽl,E!~x!u<C1
2CsssuW~x!u~11uxu!, ~A24!

u~Rl,E* j ṽl,E!~x!Ṙl,E~x,y!~Rl,E
s2 j 21vl,E!~y!u<C1

2Csss21uW~x!u~11uxu!~11uyu!uW~y!u.
~A25!

For the last inequality we used~A20!, ~A22!, and ~2.34!. Since the various scalar products
~A25! are multiple integrals involving the functionsRl,E(x,y), vl(x,E), ṽl(x,E), and their
derivatives with respect tom, the estimates~A22!–~A25! provide us with the necessaryL1-bounds
on the integrands to justify the formal differentiation leading to~A21! ~see, e.g., Ref. 36, Theorem
16.8!. From ~A23!–~A25! we obtain

u~ṽl,E ,Rl,E
s v̇l,E!u<C1

2Csss11, u~v8 l,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E!u<C1

2Csss11, ~A26!

u~ṽl,E ,Rl,E
j Ṙl,ERl,E

s2 j 21vl,Eu<C1
2Csss11. ~A27!

Inserting~A26! and ~A27! in ~A21! gives

Ud~ṽl,E ,Rl,E
s vl,E!

dm
U<~21s!C1

2Csss11,

and so assertion~ii ! follows on settingr 5Cs, C̃5(21s)C1
2s. j

4. Proof of Lemma 2.6

In proving ~i!–~iii ! it suffices to consider the caseaN(0).0 and, in~iii !, to find the solution
z1(m); the modifications needed in the other cases are obvious. We always assum
0<m<m0 and 0<z,r 21 so that the series on the left-hand side of~2.35! converges absolutely
and uniformly inm. We begin by writing~2.35! in the form

aN~m!zNS 11(
j 51

`
aN1 j~m!

aN~m!
zj D 5 ċ~0!mS 12 (

j 51

N21
aj~m!

m ċ~0!
zj1o~1!D , ~A28!

where theo(1)-term is a function ofm and comes fromc(m)5 ċ(0)m@11o(1)#. Note that the
infinite sum on the left of~A28! is O(z) uniformly in m and that the finite sum on the right is als
O(z) uniformly in m becausem21aj (m) is bounded by assumption~b!. Therefore, for anyd
P(0,1) there isz1.0 andm1.0 (z1,r 21,m1<m0) such that

aN~m!zN~12d!< ċ~0!m~11d!,

aN~m!zN~11d!> ċ~0!m~12d!,
~A29!
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for 0<z<z1 and 0<m<m1 . Define

h~m,z!5(
j 51

`

aj~m!zj2c~m!, ~A30!

so that~2.35! becomes

h~m,z!50. ~A31!

Now choose any two numbersb1 and b2 such that 0,b1,@ ċ(0)/aN(0)#1/N,b2 . Since d in
~A29! is arbitrary, we conclude that form1 andz1 sufficiently small, every pair$m,z% satisfying
~A31!, 0<m<m1 , and 0,z<z1 , also satisfiesb1m1/N,z,b2m1/N. Moreover, a simple calcula
tion using~b! and ~c! gives

lim
m→0

m21h~m,b1m1/N!5aN~0!b1
N2 ċ~0!,0,

lim
m→0

m21h~m,b2m1/N!5aN~0!b2
N2 ċ~0!.0.

Therefore, if m is sufficiently small, the functionz°h(m,z) has a zeroz(m) in the interval
@b1m1/N,b2m1/N#. This proves the existence of solutions to~2.35!. To prove uniqueness we con
sider the partial derivativehz(m,z) for fixed m andzP@b1m1/N,b2m1/N#. We have

hz~m,z!5 (
j 51

N21

ja j~m!zj 211NaN~m!zN211 (
j 5N11

`

ja j~m!zj 21.

The first sum isO(m) by assumption~b!, the term in the middle is bounded from below b
N@aN(0)/2#b1

N21m121/N for m small, and the last sum isO(m). Hence the middle term dominate
asm→0, and sohz(m,z).0 on @b1m1/N,b2m1/N#. Thus the solutionz(m) is unique. The conti-
nuity of z(m) follows from the continuity ofh(m,z) in both variables.

Assertions~iv! and~v! follow directly from ~2.35! which becomes inconsistent. First, ifN is
even andaN(0),0, then the two sides of~2.35! have different signs form andz small enough.
The sign ofz does not matter. Secondly, ifaj (0)50 for all j with the specified bound onuaj (m)u,
the left-hand side of~2.35! is bounded byC1r 1(12r 1uzu)21uzum provideduzu,min$r21,r1

21%. This
bound is incompatible with the right-hand side and the assumption thatċ(0).0. Thus Lemma 2.6
is proved. j

5. Proof of Lemma 2.7

~i! The existence of a solutionm(z) follows from ~A28! arguing similarly as in the proof o
Lemma 2.6. Considering only the case whereaN(0).0 and assumingz>0, we see that the
solution m(z) is located in an interval of the form@ b̃1zN,b̃2zN#, where 0,b̃1,aN(0)/ċ(0)
,b̃2 . The uniqueness is a consequence of the fact thath(m,z) is differentiable with respect tom
if uzu,min$r21,r2

21% andhm(m,z)52 ċ(0)1o(1) on the interval@ b̃1zN,b̃2zN#. The proof of~iii !
proceeds by substitutingm(z)5@aN(0)/ċ(0)#zN@11w(z)# in ~2.35! and usingaj (m)5ȧ j (0)m
1o(m) for j 51,...,N21, and the given expansion forc(m), to find the leading contribution o
orderO(z) to w(z). The result is~2.37!. j
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